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DEAR READERS

People leave farming to move to the cities. And people who stay in
the cities move into tarming. Surely you've noticed it. You think
maybe first of the market gardens on the edge of town. But also
the kitchen garden in your backyard, the yam mounds by the rail-
way, the maize growing inside the half-built walls of the house
down the road, the beans growing up the dressmaker's fence, the
pig tethered to the streetlamp, the sheep grazing beside the golf
course, the tiny plots of mixed vegetables along the stream
behind the police station. This is all farming.

Even where it is officially banned, people keep gardens and ani-
mals in town. Maybe just to have some vegetables from back
home which can't be bought in town, Or because there's a good
demand for certain products which can easily be raised in a small
space. Or because the family has very little income, and food is
too costly to buy.

ln this issue, we examine how people manage to produce food
in very limited space, especially in towns but also in rural back-
yards. Even people without any land at all are producing food
for themselves and others, eg, by grazing animals on public or pri-
vate land otherwise unused - at least, tor the time being.

Our focus is on the rural and urban poor, many of them women,
who are farming for survival. Especially in towns, their risks are
compounded by polluted air, water and soil. Commercialfarming
around towns, in contrast, can itself be a source of risk to the
environment and human hgalth, as it makes intensive use of agro-
chemicals. But both types of micro-farming offer opportunities to
make better use of renewable resources and even to improve the
environment.

Household and i nd ustrial wastes i n densely-popu lated ru ral
and urban areas can be made productive, eg, to fertilise and water
crops or to provide tor animals, without need for long-distance
transport. Recycling, the theme of the previous Newsletter, can
play a particularly important role in urban tarming. Here, we look
at these and other opportunities and problems of tarming at close
quarters, and to the type of research and policy framework
needed to support it.

The editors
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The rise of city tarming:
research must catch up
with reality
Farming has probably been carried
out in cities ever since they came into
being. Luc Mougeot trom the
lnternational Development Research
Centre (IDRC) in Canada traces the
history of farming from ancient cities
to the challenges facing urban plan-
ning and research in the North and
South at the dawn of the 21st century.

Luc Mougeot

^Aity farming, or urban agriculture, is
I -the growing of food and non-food
V plants and the raising of animals
such as cattle, fowls and fish both within
and on the edge of built-up urban areas.

Archaeological evidence suggests that
food production was not at all uncommon
in more advanced ancient cities, which
had to secure a good share of their food
supply from areas in their immediate con-
trol. Throughout most of human history
and in quite different cultures, city people
produced at least some of their own food
near their homes. Authorit ies also built and
managed massive food-producing
systems, often associated within elaborate
earth- and waterworks on urban sites. ln
some cases, they provided for food pro-
duction when designing low-class living
quarters. Farming in these ancient cities
took various forms, making ingenious use
of local resources. Many cities probably
offered incentives and means for devising,
testing, improving and disseminating more
intensive and productive farming systems.

Divorce and reconcil iation
The divorce of farming from cities during
the time of industrialisation is very recent in
human history. lt has been far from univer-
sal and shows increasing signs of being
repaired in both North and South. The forc-
es of urbanisation have been challenging
both the economics of cities'over-reliance
on food from distant rural areas and the
political wisdom of blocking access of the
urban poor to unused land for feeding
themselves and others.

At the dawn of the 21st century, the larg-
est-scale advances in city farming and
marketing are found in and around major
Asian cities. Here, since decades, policy-
makers and planners have been deliber-
ately incorporating farming as a vital activ-
ity in urban economies. Ancient home-
gardening in cities was the seed from
which urban courtyard gardening and then
full-scale city farming systems grew to
become what they are today in China after

the end of Russian occupation in the
1 950s.

Farming by Northern urbanites
Outside Asia, since the late 1970s, city
farming has been growing in many devel-
oped and developing countries, in terms of
number of people involved, space used,
benef i ts  to  households and c i ty  econ-
omies, and new challenges.

Local authorities have been revising
long-held attitudes toward city farming and
developing more sustainable urban poli-
cies. More governments are creating
agencies and programs to promote and
manage city farming. Beyond private
backyard gardening, a growing number of
North American and European city gov-
ernments are now supporting community
and city-level gardening on public land.
Good examoles are Stockholm
(Greenhow 1994) and Montreal (Cosgrove
1994). In the early 1990s nearly 2500 com-
munity-gardening sites could be found in
nine major North American cities. Gardens
are becoming accepted as urban park-
land, and some are even protected for per-
manent use as a result of public pressure.

Responsive Southern cities
An IDRC survey in 1994 of institutional
capacities and initiatives in city farming in
Latin America revealed a growing and
diversifying range of official activities in the
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Costa Rica,
Peru and Argentina. Municipalities in Brazil
are increasingly providing for city farming in
new low-income housing prolects.

In colonial Africa, farming was discour-
aged and often prohibited in low-income
housing areas, public spaces and citywide
zoning policy. However, like in post-
Russian China, a growing number of inde-
pendent countries are depafting from strict
urban regulations. This can be seen in the

design of the new national capitals of C6te
d'lvoire, Malawi and Tanzania, and is also
expressed in master plans of Kinshasa
(1975), Maseru (1986), Kampala (1994)
and in the ongoing urban management of
Dar es Salaam. Various city authorities
have innovated with farming zones, crop
irrigation and extension, allotments, land-
use regulations and tax concessions.
Harare is a particularly good example.

International meetings of city authorities
are now paying much greater attention to
the role and challenge of farming in urban
development, eg. the International Union
of Local Authorities World Congress in
1993, the Global Forum in 1994 and the
International Colloquium of Mayors on
Social Develooment in 1994.

Food a basic luxury
Providing urban food security and produc-
tive employment to reduce urban poverty
is the strongest argurhent invoked by poli-
ticians and planners in lavour of city farm-
ing. lt is easy to understand why. For a
large and growing number of urban dwell-
ers in the South, food is turning into a
"basic luxury". Studies in Africa show a
rapid expansion of food production in cit-
ies. Forexample, in Dares Salaam 44"/"ot
low-income earners had farms in 1980, but
70"/"by 1987. In Lusaka, where about half
the residents now grow vegetables in
town, rainy-season plots have grown from
an average of 300 m'? in the late 1970s to
423 m'zin 1992-3. In Harare, open-space
cultivation has almost doubled in the last
four years. Similarly, registered livestock
numbers are growing in many African cit-
ies, particularly to produce milk, pigs and
poultry.

No one expects city farming to supply
the bulk of urban demand for cereals,
tubers or  meat  f rom large animals
(although some of these are being pro-

Farming in ancient Mediterranean cities

Uruk, the most important city in fourth-millenium Mesopotamia, extended over 1 100 acres, a third
of which was covered with palm groves. Most working adults farmed part-time on their own hol$'
ings, on allotments of land from temples or on large estates. On Crete until the Late Roman peri-
od, the large inland city of Eleutherna had a vaulted aqueduct taking water lrom cisterns under
the acropolis to e)itensive cropfields terraced down the limestone spur on which the city was
erected. Some of these terraces are still cultivated. Greek city-states were self-supplied with goat
milk and olive-oil fuel for house lighting. In the densely populated ancient Boman port of Ostia; a
complex of 40-1 00 apartments with gardens was erected around 128 AD, apparently lor middle
and lower classes.

From: Mougeot L. 1 994. Urban tood productlon: a survey of evolution, otticial supporl and slgnlffcane.. Pap€r tor
Habitat 94, 20 Sept 1994, Edmonton, Canada.
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duced in urban areas). However, what is
striking and is finally being recognised is
that city farming, with little if any official
suppon, already contributes a significant
part of urban food needs.

Policies starve cities
In many parts of the world, international
development policies have been starving

lsland city of gardens

The Aztec capital city Tenochtitiiin was built
on a man-made island in Lake Mexico. ln
1519 Diaz marvelled at the agricultural
nature of the island capital he found, with five
times tlie population of HenryVll's London at
the time. Rectangular raised-beds or chi-
nampas anchored with planted fences of wil-
lows, were filled in and periodicallyfertilised
with marshy vegetation and mud from the
canal and with manure lrom livestock and
humans. The chinampas carried gardens,
trees and houses and were the source of
most of the lood consumed in the city when
Diaz arrived.

From: Mougeot L. 1994. Urban toorl produc{lon. pap€r
for Habilat 94, 20 Sept 1 994, Edmonton, Canada.

cities, literally. Low prices paid to producers
of food for local markets; growing reliance
of food imports; export-oriented primary
production; post-disaster food aid without
strengthening local production capacity;
wage reduction affecting even middle-
incorne earners' ability to feed their fami-
lies; and insuff icient transportation, storage
and distribution systeins have led to food
shortages and losses and lower-quality
supplies in many cities. Farming has been
part of urban dwellers' response to this.

More and more data is becoming avail-
able about the benefits enjoyed by urban
farming households, in terms of self-grown

food intake, improved child nutrition and
general health, cash savings, income and
employment. The unfolding evidence
should lead the international humanitarian
agencies and others to incorporate city
farming into more effective and lasting
urban food security strategies.

Research lagging behind
Science and technology must now catch
up with the rapidly evolving reality of city
farming. The challenges are many.
lgnoring them would particularly affect
those vulnerable groups who could gain
most from more productive, healthy and
equitable city farming, both as producers
and consumers. The challenges for
research are found in at least six major
areas of concern:

. We need comparative and longitudinal
analyses of farming and nonfarming
urban households to measure the
impact of city farming on nutritional stat-
us and general health of producers and
consumers. Many existing data sources
can be exploited. Nutrition and health
specialists need to be involved.
City farming requires higher technologi-
cal and organisational precision than
rural farming, because it needs to be
more intensive, more tolerant of environ-
mental stress, and carefully monitored
to protect public health. Many profitable
city-farming systems must be adapted
and made available to poorer urban
households, particularly systems mak-
ing more efficient use of limited space.
We need better accounting of the costs
and benefits associated with urban agri-
culture on a city scale, both as a form of
land use in synergy with other forms
(including environmental, social and
health dimensions) and as an industry in
combination with other job- and income-
generating activities, such as safe recy-
cling of liquid and solid waste, food pro-
cessing and vending.

. New ways must be sought to provide
access to land, credit and crop security.
There is an enormous amount of vacant
and underused land in most large cities.
The greatest problem is access to land.
Innovative permanent and temporary
tenure and usufruct arrangements can
go a long way to clearing this roadblock.
Credit for city farming is almost univer-
sally unavailable. This means high fail-
ure rates, low yields and non-investment
in more profitable production systems.
Current credit schemes for housing
improvement and small enterprise
development could be re-oriented to
encompass city farming as well.

. City farming is generally a thrifty user of
water and it could go further in reducing
its use of high-quality water if sewage
systems were designed to recycle sew-
age locally. Low-cost processes for
eliminating disease vectors and patho-
gens must be developed, and assess-
ments of crop susceptibility to contami-
nation should provide guidelines for crop
selection. Pollution of the watertable and
soil by agrochemicals can be curbed
through the use of biological pesticides,
multiple cropping techniques, compost
and treated sewage.

. Very little attention has been paid to
ways of reducing gender and ethnic
inequalities in cityfarming. There is often
discrimination against minorities immi-
grating into cities, who could be major
sources of innovation. The majority of
city farmers are women, who have par-
ticular needs in terms of domestic space
use, tenure rights, income manage-
ment, childcare and related activities.
These need to be catered for by new pol-
icies and technologies.

Opening the road
To meetthese challenges, a growing num-
ber of local community and grassroots
organisations, city authorities, national
agencies and international institutions are
beginning to coordinate their efforts. They
are either revising past orientations or
creating new areas of support to break
away from myths, face the roadblocks and
capitalise on opportunities. This will bring
city farming into the mainstream of 21st
century urban development in the North
and South alike.

I
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A common saying is that
necessity is the mother of
invention. Lack ol space
creates creativity. This is

shown in the myriad of
forms in which people with

little or no land produce
tood, fuel and other raw

materials. Gardens on
roofs, tast-growing trees as

fences, plants inside old
tyres, rabbits in abandoned

garages, even a fish
hatchery in the home.

People in cities and other
den sely-p o p u I ated a rea s

have developed highly
intensive forms of farming.

Farming at close quarters
The editors

I n rural areas, homegardens are multi-
I layered integrated systems of plants,
I both annual and perennial, and animals
which need not be raised in large number
and can be "harvested" as needed, eg.
fruits, vegetables, spices, chickens, dairy
goats.

Closer to town, in periurban areas, horti-
culture and livestock production tend to be
more market-oriented and less diversified.
It appears to be mainly the domain of men,
who.invest in hired labour and agrochemi-
cals.

Inside a town or between town quarters,
urban and intra-urban farming is common-
ly a response to economic stress.
Particularly in this time of structural adjust-
ment and rising unemployment in many
developing countries, poor urban people
are farming for pure survival. Most of this
work is done by women; few, if any, exter-
nal inputs are used. Urban as compared
with rural gardens are more likely to be lim-
ited to annual crops, especially when the
family is not sure how long it can use the
land.

Finding space
In towns, the better-off people usually have
space beside the house for some crops,
trees and animals. The poor living in slums
or low-cost housing areas have next to no
space for anything except sleeping. Also
recent immigrants to towns - like ethnic
minorities in some rural areas - often have
difficulty gaining access to land to live on,
let alone to farm.

These poorer families and immigrants
are lucky if they can find patches of unused

land elsewhere in town. In parts of Africa,
the unbuilt areas between city quarters
and even in some spacious city centres
are used for crops or grazing for at least
part of the year (Mbiba; all references are
to articles in this issue). Such areas official-
ly belong to the government or absentee
owners, and the illegal farmers run the risk
of losing their crops or animals occasional-
ly lo razzia by the police. Other urban poor
are not so lucky: they can find no space at
all.

Family benefits
Gardens and small stock provide vitamins,
minerals, proteins as well as variety for the
family diet. Many middle-class and poor
people also seek to grow basic foods, like
maize or cassava, to cut down the grocery
bill. Micro-farm products can also be sold
to generate some cash. Small animals are
particularly useful as a savings bank.

Micro-farming close to the living quarters
is handy for women who need to provide
for their children through productive work
but must combine this with homekeeping
and childcare. lt also gives women a
chance to recycle household wastes.
Remains from food processing, wash
water, sweepings, ash from the h6arth and
droppings of small stock can be used in the
garden, while crop residues, weeds and
kitcnen wastes can be fed to the animals.

Environmental benef its
Especially in urban areas, micro-farming
can have important environmental bene-
fits. During heavy downpours, the cultivat-
ed land allows drainage of water which
would othenvise run off closed orcompact-
ed surfaces and cause flooding. The
plants filter dust from the air. Their transpi-

ration improves the microclimate. This is
seldom the goal of urban farming, but is
nevertheless a positive byproduct.

A fufther environmental advantage of
farming in and around the cities where the
products are consumed is that less fossil
fuels are used than in transporting prod-
ucts from distant rural areas. The close-
ness of the farms also allows easier recy-
cling of urban wastes for use in farming.

It is striking that the potential benefits are
closely linked with environmental threats,
much moreso in urban than in rural micro-
farming. Dust, garbage and sewage can
also pollutethe crop products. Animals can
convert waste to food and their manure
can fertilise gardens but, if not well han-
dled, they and their manure can threaten
human health in congested areas.

Technology and innovation
In long-settled areas of dense population
such as parts of China, Sri Lanka and
Indonesia, systems of highly diversified
and integrated farming in extremely limited
space have been developed over genera-
tions. In other areas, especially where cit-
ies are rapidly growing and space to pro-
duce food is rapidly dwindling, new
systems such as hydroponics (Midmore)
and the keeping of micro-livestock such as
rabbits (Ateh) are being introduced.

The closeness of a large market offers
urban and periurban micro-farmers the
chance to specialise in new activities, eg.
in producing flowers, snails, fresh milk,
mushrooms, spices, fingerlings, Many
such activities can be managed part-time
and thus combined with other work.
However, usually only those people who
already have some employment and thus
cash can invest in these new enterprises,
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as credit is rarely available for establishing
micro-farming enterprises in cities.

Little is documented about innovation
processes in city farming as a result of
interaction between immigrants bringing
techniques from their different home areas.
As urban farmers try to adapt to the new
surroundings and the conf ined spaces
of town, they must be a rich source of
experiential knowledge. Moreover, the
immigrants who continue producing on a
small scale the foods from their areas of
origin may be maintaining valuable gene
banks. In view of the shofter distances and
better transport services in town, it may be
easier to organise farmer-to-farmer
exchange than in many rural areas
(Cdceres & Arbomo).

Problems and challenges
In rapidly urbanising areas where space
and basic inputs such as water are scarce,
people have demonstrated great ingenuity
and innovation in choosing or creating
sites and in using wastes and sewage
water for farming. But these techniques
are not without their dangers.

The use of untreated sewage can lead to
food contamination and health risks for
consumers. Pollution from industry,and
motor vehicles can lead to dangerous con-

centrations of heavy metals such as lead
and cadmium in farm produce from towns,
roadsides and waste-disposal sites
(Drescher). Both producers and consu-
mers need more information about sourc-
es of contamination, ways of diminishing it
and suitable choice of product depending
on type and level of pollution. Here are
challenges for agronomic research.

Other problems in urban areas are thelt,
land rights and municipal regulations
which constrain production, and offensive
smells, noise and properly damage by ani-
mals (Mbiba). Resource users with differ-
ent specialisations (eg. gardeners vs herd-
ers) and from different ethnic groups are
living closer to each other in towns than in
the country. More conflict can be expected.
Urban planners and law-makers need to
work together with resource-users in find-
ing ways to negotiate and safeguard use
rights and to manage conflicts. City farm-
ers could better assert their claims for leg-
islative support if they organised them-
selves in inlerest groups. Here are chal-
lenges for social action research.

What is research doing?
Thus far, most research into microjarmino
has been concerned with rural homegarl
dens, often presented as ideal agroforestry

systems. Closer to towns, research has
been mainly on periurban high-external-
input commercial gardening and animal
production (poultry, pigs, dairying).

Less attention has been paid to the con-
ditions and problems of micro{arming by
poor families inside town. This research
has been, thus far, largely descriptive: who
cultivates and where, crops grown, cultiva-
tion systems and, more recently, contribu-
tion to family income and nutrition. There is
very little attention to technical aspects and
ways of dealing with pollution.

The organisations, mainly NGOs, pro-
moting homegardens have focused on
nutrition education, training women in
composting and preparing vegetable
beds, and providing exotic vegetable
seed. Some promoting urban gardens
have also addressed questions of group
organisation. But few have given support
to developing improved production tech-
niques based on local practice.
Here, important questions are water con-
servation, vertical gardening, intensified
nutrient flows, waste recycling, pest con-
trol and health aspects related to micro-
farming in densely-populated areas.

Join experimenting farmers
In the few cases where scientists have tak-
en up the technical challenges of micro-
farming, on-station researchers are devel-
oping "efficient homegarden" models, with
a view to transferring a finished package to
the producer. There is a notable lack of col-
laborative research and development by
technical scientists and experimenting
micro-farmers. Until the scientists catch up
and can provide the much-needed sup-
port, the main work of technology develop-
ment and adaptation for micro-farming will
continue to be done by the farmers them-
selves. 

I

Martha is a city farmer

Martha lives in Kibera, Nairobi's largest slum.
She is 38, married and has 7 children. Martha
and her husband peter came to Nairobi in
1975 to seek jobs, as there was no land avail-
able in their home area. After failing lo earn a
living from reselling vegetables bought at mar-
ket, Martha ventured into farming in 1979.

The couple cultivates three plots on nearby
"vacant" land between the slum and an official
residential area. The plots are 15-30 minutes,
walk from the house. The largest plot (76 x 39
m) is planted with spinach, kale, maize, sweet
potatoes, beans and several fruit trees. The
land is sloping but there is little erosion, as
Peter and Martha built soil-retaining barriers
using rocks removed from the field. The sew-
age. water they use to irrigate and fertilise is
from blocked drains, but the city council tries
to prohibit its use. The second, somewhat'smaller 

plot is separated from the first by
another producer's field. lt is further up the
slope and has stony and less fertile soil.
There, .Martha plants rainfed crops such as
maize, beans, lrish and sweet potatoes, and
cowpeas. The furthest and smallest plot (10 x
5 m) is near a stream and prone to water log-
ging and flooding. There she grows arrowroot
and sugarcane, as they are adapted to these
conditions.

Even though cultivation is illegal in Nairobi,
Marlha has not been harassed by local author-
ities. lf she could secure the permanenl use of
her plots, she would like to plant mangoes,
lemons and multipurpose trees, and begin

using manure to improve crop production.
Major causes of crop loss are theft, irregular
rainfall, and insect and disease infestations in
the vegetables. When she has money, she
buys pesticides to reduce the latter. Currenily,
the family has only one chicken, as most of
their chickens were either stolen or died from
coccidiosis. They used to have a (pregnant)
goat, but she was recently stolen.

Both Martha and Peter spend considerable
time working in their plots. Neither has regular
employment other than farming. Occasionally,
they eam some cash from casual jobs such as
tilling or weeding for other people, house
building or selling water in residential areas.
Peter is more likely to get such jobs than is
Martha. Her time is limited by domestic activ-
ities such as preparing food, washing clothes
and child care. When not in school, the older
children collect fuelwood, fetch water, and
help with meals and weeding. Most of the
household income comes from the sale of
spinach and kale. The money is used to pay
rent and school fees and to buy additional
food.

Martha hopes to get a loan from a local
NGO so that she can start a business selling
maize and second-hand clothing. But even
then, she plans to continue tarming, because
of the high cost of food.

Pascale Dennery, Dept of Ecological Agriculture,
Haarweg 333, NL-6709 RZ Wageningen,
Netherlands
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Surviving on little land
women's struggle in town and country

Socioeconomic policies implemented
in recent decades in Argentina have
led to division of land into small plots
(minifundizacion) and expanding
povefi belts around the big cities.
Growing tood in small gardens is
seen as one way to help the poor feed
their families. Daniel Cdceres and
Miryam Arbomo presenttwo case
examples - one urban and one rural -
from C6rdoba Province in central
Argentina.

DanielCdceres and
Miryam Arbomo

I lodernisation of agriculture and
lltlthe promise of work in the cities
I f I caused a flow of rural emigration.
This led to shortage of labour in rural areas
for the strenuous manual work neede{ in
farming (Ferrer 1994). Crop production per
farm decreased, while the vulnerability of
the farms and the dependence of rural
families on climatic vagaries increased
(C6ceres 1993). At the same time, the
indigenous knowledge created and repro-
duced over generations is being lost.

Meanwhile, in and around big cities like
C6rdoba, immigrants with ditferent cultural
and farming backgrounds are living at
close quarters. Some brought along their
techniques of gardening and raising of
chickens and other animals (Petri 1994).
However, other immigrants - mainly women
- started working as domestic help for
families of urban origin, and could not
reproduce their rural practices because
farming conflicted with the norms of their
host families. Still others among the poor
are people of urban origin with little or no
farming experience.

Tiny ruralgardens
ln Copacabana, 150 km northwest of
C6rdoba, is a small farming community
with about 1 00 families. The climate is tem-
perate and dry (400-500 mm rain during
the summer). Here, the "richer" farmers
raise goats and some grow maize and
pumpkins in small farms. The poorest
ones, who have no land for such activities,
do handicrafts, such as making baskets
from the leaves of the local palm tree
Thritrinax campetris.

Since 1989, the Faculty of Agronomy in
Copacabana, together with other institu-
tions, is implementing a rural development
program. One of the projects focuses on
homegardens to improve family diet and
food security. The gardens are rarely
bigger than 25 m2. Very often, boxes or
empty tins serve as containers. This type

..-n:/
' /  t '

of cultivation may seem strange in a rural
area where there is more space than in cit-
ies. However, the gardens are small
because of the poor conditions for produc-
tion: poor soils, lack of water, scarcity of

tools and need for barriers to keep out ani-
mals. Farming is done by hand, tools are
simple and use of external inputs is low:
only some seeds. The gardens are worked
mainly in summer, forthree reasons:

p

o

E
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Members of poor rural famities have to divide their
time between gardening to improvefamity diet and
cash-generating activities such as basket weav-
ing.

. climatic factors: in the dry season, har-
vests are uncertain

. pest avoidance: winter can be very dry
and gardens would attract hungry pests
such as ants, birds, rabbits and some
domestic animals

. cultural reasons: eating habits give prior-
ity to certain foods in summer (eg.
maize, pumpkin, potato, tomato) and
others in winter.

Time is tight
Women play an important role in sowing,
maintaining and harvesting gardens. They
take the main decisions, eg. when and how
much to sow. Men and male youths rarely
help, except with the hard work of building
fences and breaking the soil.

It is diff icultforthe women to find enough
time to do the work well. Only after they
have fulfilled their culturally assigned role
in the home (childcare, cooking, fetching
water and fuel, etc) can they do productive
work, including basket weaving. Thus, gar-
dening must be fitted into a tight schedule
with other competing activities, both
domestic and productive. The time a woman
can clevote to gardening determines the
output, which fluctuates greatly. lf, for
example, a family problem arises which
demands much time or money, the amount
which can be invested in the garden
oecreases.

Larger urban gardens
With 600,000 inhabitants, C6rdoba is the
second largest city in Argentina. Nearly
4Oo/" ol the people live in miserable condi-
tions in poor urban districts and periurban
slums. Here, the Agroecologia urbana
project of the nongovernmental organisa-
tion CECOPAL involves environmental
education oriented to growing nonpolluted
food and improving the urban habitat by
reclaiming wasteland and creating green
soaces.

The urban gardens are somewhat
biggerthan the rural ones and can Droduce
year-round (although with production
peaks in autumn and spring) because reg-
ulations concerning water use in the city
are not very strict. Here, as in the rural gar-
dens, the technology is simple but there is
a greater diversity of species, including
various fruit trees and aromatic plants.
Multiple cropping, organic farming and
low-external-input practices are wide-
spread.

In rural Copacabana, each family has its
own garden. In the city, however, commu-
nity gardens are promoted for three main
reasons:
. land is scarce in the city and community

gardens offer the only space to grow
some food:

wasteland reclamation requires the
organised action of several families:
in the city there are better possibilities to
meet, because distances are shorter
and transport facilities are better than in
rurat areas.

Still less time
Also here, women are the main actors.
And here too, their domestic duties, but
also the necessity to have a paid job out-
side the home so as to make ends meet,
limit the time they can give to gardening.
Nevertheless, group activities in reclaim-
ing waste-disposal sites, planting trees
and sowing vegetables have improved
both food production and the urban habi-
tat.

A study made by CECOPAL concluded
that, by gardening, urban families save as
much as 25o/o ol their food exoenditures.
When they have some surplus vegetables,
many families sell or barter them in the
neighbourhood (eg. selling to families of
women hired as domestic help, or barter-
ing vegetables for beef from the local
butcher). Moreover, they can now include
in their diet some vegetables considered
"luxurious" because of their ma5ket price.

The meetings of the gardening groups
generate a spirit of participation, and the
women share experiences and problems
qlso on other matters than the formal aims
of the group. This has stimulated women to
get involved in other community activities
and organisations (eg. housing commis-
sion, school association, community pur-
chase of foods). In some quarters, women
get together to talk about gender issues
like female sexuality, relations within the
family and roles of different familv mem-
bers.

Grcater involvement of men in homegadening,
which.is now mainly women's work, woutd be a
step toward morc equitable relationships in the
family. From the booklet Ctimo realizamos une
huerta 0196nica? C6rdoba: CECOpAUCEIq. Iggg.
Drawing: Mirta Lamarca.

These activities raise women's status in
the family through their contribution to fam-
ily diet by producing fresh and good-qual-
ity food, and through their participation in
community action which helps to satisfy
other needs.

Greater social impact
The rural and urban gardens contribute to
food security of the poor, but further activ-
ities are necessary to increase their social
impact:
. broadening the impact on family econo-

my and health by increasing the quantity
and quality of garden produce and pro-
moting processing and storage of sur-
pluses (dried vegetables, pickles, pre-
serves) for later home consumption, or
sale, or exchange with neighbours for
other goods or services. Low-input tech-
nologies must be developed to reduce
the labour inputs required;

. promoting more equitable relationships
within the family to improve the position
of the mostvulnerable members: women
and children. The roles of the different
family members need to be discussed,
not only related to gardening. However,
stimulation of the greater participation of
men and male youths in garden work
could be a first step in the right direction;

. stimulating people's participation in
community life. The gardening activities
have greater social impact if they pro-
mote friendship, solidarity and better
organisation among neighbours. In
group work, conflict is likely to arise.
Instead of ignoring this, development
action should try to make these conflicts
explicit and transform them into con-
structive action to help the group reach
their goals.

T
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Gan city farming survive?
Early 1994 ETC Foundation asked Theobaldo Pinziis to make an exploratory study on urban
agriculture in Peru. This is an excerpt from his report, focusing on his findings about urban
vegetable growing. ln his tull report, he suggesfs that more attention be given to recycling ol

waste and sewage water.

Theobaldo Pinzds

I n the 1980s several NGOs working with
I groups in poor urban areas decided to
I introduce vegetable gardens as an
important element of their projects. The
idea and the techniques were in most
cases inspired by projects in Chile, where
some of the NGO staff went for training.
Some projects supported the establish:
ment of communal vegetable gardens in
areas owned by local governments or
used by local groups, while others empha-
sised family gardens. The NGOs provided
training for the project participants. The
"model" was one of organic agriculture,
including raising small animals (rabbits,
guinea pigs, cfrickens) and making com-
post.

Carrots for empowerment
Vegetable gardens were developed as an
alternative for food production in poor
urban areas, primarily intended for home
consumption. With the emphasis on
improved household nutrition, project par-
ticipantsweretrained in nutrition and cook-
ing vegetables. Families could also sell
part of the harvest in local markets to gen-
erate some income. With few exceptions,
work by NGOs in vegetable gardens had
another longer-term and more important
objective: to develop and strengthen the
organisation of poor urban dwellers. The
vegetable gardens were, in fact, a tool - or
"carrot" - to reach a political objective.
Thus, in many cases, the people trained to
be instructors of small groups were also
promoters of local organisation, local lead-
ers, etc.

Perf Mujer: an exception
The project of Per0 Mujer (PM) started
after contacts with a bio-garden project in
1983, which they wanted to make known in
"pueblos j6venes" (shantytowns) in south-
ern Lima. The project did not aim at econ-
omic viability (an evaluation showed that it
was not profitable) but at complementing
the food needs of poor urban families
through education and improved nutrition.
No long-term objective was defined in
terms of local organisation. PM empha-
sised the technical aid component to the
groups. The projecttrained ateam consist-
ing of 15 (now 11) women, who acted as
trainers and monitors of various groups
cultivating vegetable gardens. These gar-
dens are linked to wornen's groups (Club

de madres), schools, parish groups,
groups of retired people, youth groups and
the like. Team members were paid a small
allowance. Funds came from OXFAM,
who supported the project for several
years. In PM's methodology, after well-
structured training sessions, the group is
supervised in the implementation phase
and then visited weekly for follow-up. PM
promoters have trained groups not only in
Lima but also in numerous other cities.
They repoft 126 groups in Lima and more
than 6000 (home) vegetable gardens. In
1992, OXFAM support cameto an end and
PM has not applied for funding from other
sources. As it is highly unlikely that the PM
promoters will be able to continue by
charging fgr their services, the future of
their activities is uncertain.

Constraints
Lack of water is a major constraint to veg-
etable gardening in the coastal region of
Peru, where Lima and the other main cities
are located. Furthermore, in the case of
Lima, rapid urban growth has outpaced the
construction of potable water-supply
systems. Thus, many households in the
shanty towns have to buy water from pri-
vate suppliers. This water is much more
expensive than water from the public
system. Families buy it by the barrel and '

use it judiciously. In older poor areas of the
city, houses are linked to the public net-
work but the supply they get is so little,
often just a few hours a day, and prices rel-
atively so high, that families are not keen
on using it to grow vegetables.

In addition, the average size of the allot-
ments on which houses in poor areas are
built decreased. Nowadays, urban spe-
cialists say the average area of new hous-
es in shanty towns is around 80 m'z, which
does not leave much room for gardens.

Staff of NGOs approached during this
study also stated that vegetable gardens
are not sustainable in economic terms.
Growing vegetables demands too much
labour in relation to the benefits gained.
Other alternatives, such as being a street
vendor, are more rewarding in financial
terms. This means that families are better
off trying to earn some money through pet-
ty services..Some families specialise in
growing vegetables for the local market,
but this path is not taken by the majority
and cannot be considered a significant sur-
vival strategy in urban areas.

Unfortunately, vegetables do not have
an important place in the traditional or

present diet patterns of low-income fami-
lies. Foodstuffs such as rice, noodles and
bread, both made of for instance imported
wheat flour or potatoes are pr;eferred in
low-income family diets.

A future for city farming?
Urban agriculture in the form of vegetable
gardens has been attempted by several
NGOs in poor areas of Lima and other
major cities. However, discussions with
NGO staff revealed that most of them do
not consider vegetable gardens to be
viable in urban areas. Gardens have been
kept and the families have dedicated time
to them only when this activity was sup-
ported by the NGO's technical teams.
Once the NGO leaves, usually when pro-
ject funding ends, most families stop tend-
ing their gardens.

A broader perspective on "urban agricul-
ture" or greening the city will be necessary
to find suitable approaches in different
agroecdlogical and cultural areas. In Lima,
lack of water and land severely constrain
vegetable growing. Only innovative tech-
niques, such as hydroponics or treating
sewage water for irrigation, provide scope
for alternatives. However, these would
require experimentation before extension
would be possible and would have to be
adapted to each urban environment.

T

Theobaldo Plnzds, Instituto de Estudios Peruanos,
Horacio Urteaga 694, Lima 11, Peru.
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Vegetable growing can be
intensitied by means of a

simple system ot
hydroponics - growing

plants without soil - which
uses resources etf iciently

and can be adapted to local
conditions. David Midmore

from the Asian Vegetable
Research and Development
Center (AVRDC) presents a

spac*savi ng prod uction
system which can be used

worldwide.

a

Si_mple hydroponics
for food seourity

David Midmore

o attain self-sufficiency in food as
populations increase, production
systems are sought which use

space efiiciently and can be applied even
by landless urban and rural people. A
promising possibility is hydroponics.

Hydroponic, which comes from the
Greek words hudor meaning water and
ponos meaning working, refers to growing
plants in a liquid rather than solid culture
(usually, soil). Plants are provided with a
constant supply of water and mineral nutri-
ents, in an environment which does not
favour the spread of disease and insects.
Small units can be placed in windows, on
wide window ledges or next to protective
buildings or walls. During very bad weath-
er, they can be brought inside.

To date, commercial hydroponic
systems to supply mineral nutrients and
oxygen to the plants need an energy
source to pump air and recycle solutions.
As the AVRDC system.does not need an
external energy source, it can be used in
areas with no or uncertain electricity sup-
ply, such as in many towns and rural areas

I in developing countries.
I

1 The AVRDC system
I The noncirculating hydroponic system
I initially developed at AVRDC was intend-
| "d 

to study nutrient uptake. The system
| (Fig. 1 ) comprises the following: a) a water-
I tight container (eg. a polystyrene box) to
I hold the nutrient solution; b) a framework
I or support structure (eg. a polystyrene lid)

I 
coverinO the container, and c) a support

I
I

I
l---

medium for the seed or seedling. The
medium (eg. smoked rice hulls) may form
a complete layer in the framework struc-
ture (for root or tuber crops) or be placed in
separate receptacles (eg. plastic perforat-
ed cups) suspended from the support
structure. Simple netting orthe right size of
holes in the receptacles ensure that the
medium does not enter the nutrient solu-
tion.

The nutrient solution developed at
AVRDC (Table 1) gives vegetables a near-
optimal supply of mineral nutrients. lt is
commercially available in Taiwan. lf the pH
level of the solution rises above 7.8. as
may occur in long-season crops, addition
of sulphuric acid can bring it down to the
preferable pH level of 5.5-6.0. . Studies
show that the same solution is suitable for
all vegetable crops.

Oxygen through aerial roots
Initially, the solution level is set at about 2
cm above the base of the perforated cups.
The medium is kept moist to ensure suc-
cessful germination or transplanting.
Transplanting of seedlings is recommend-
ed for slow-germinating species like let-
tuce. Using transplants instead of seeds
improves the efficiency of time and space
utilisation in the system.

The solution level drops slowly at first, as
capillary rise and evaporation occur. lt falls
faster as roots develop and take up solu-
tion to satisfy the transpiration demand of
the plants. A number of roots remain in the
air space between the support structure
and the surface of the solution. As these
aerial roots and the roots floating on the
solution surface provide oxygen for normal

root function, the solution does not need to
be aerated.

Water management is the key
For short-season crops (up to 6 weeks)
such as leafy vegetables, the solution
need not be replenished, if there is initially
a depth of > 20 cm of solution, enough to
satisfy transpiration demand over the
growth period. For long-season crops
such as tomato or for those that are repeat-
edly harvested, eg, kangkong (lpomoea
aquatica), the solution needs to be replen-
ished periodically, but without covering the
aerial roots. When the level of solution
drops to about 20 cm below the base of the
media receptacle, 5 cm of solution is add-
ed. As the solution is regularly replenished
for long-season crops or almost entirely
taken up by short-season crops, very little
solution is discarded. This maximises the
ef iciency of using e)dernal resources,
while minimising the environmental impact
of discarded solution often associated with
circulating systems.

The solution level can be checked with a
dip stick or a simple depth-measuring
device. Since a small volume of solution
will heat up faster than a large volume, at
least 1 0 cm of solution should remain at the
base of the container. lf the mean solution
temperature does not rise above 2g"C.
shoot grovvth of tomato and other crops will
not suffer. In the tropics, solution tempera-
ture does not exceed this in noncirculating
systems, even under high outside temper-
atures (28'C night, 3Z'C day). Indeed,
yields from the AVRDC hydroponic system
are higher than those from small plots in
test homegardens.

Local modifications
The white polystyrene boxes used by
AVRDC, which are lined with black plastic
to avoid algal growth and solution seep-
age, insulate well. However, in tests with
short-season amaranth, use of wooden
boxes lined-with black plastic resulted in
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only slightly higher temperatures of the
solution.

This system has also been modified in
other countries. Wooden fruit crates can
serue as containers and. instead of rice
hulls as media, local absorbent materials
such as cocopeat (Malaysia), cutoffs from
the garment industry (Taiwan) or crushed
bricks (Bangladesh) are used. Other
sources of commercially available nutri-
ents can replace the AVRDC solution.

Fermented liquid pig effluent has been
successfully used as the liquid base forthe
AVRDC system. Diluted by one-half (the
fully concentrated liquid with more than
200 ppm NH4 is toxic for most hydroponic
plants), the use of pig effluent is an envi-
ronmentally acceptable use of an other-
wise pollutant. Solid manure, eg, commer-
cially processed cattle dung wrapped in
small cotton bags submerged in the con-
tainer, have also been tested in the
AVRDC system. Up to 30 ppm N may be
supplied in this form without reducing plant
yields. This opens opportunities for future
research.

Making the most of inputs
Emptying media receptacles after each
short-season crop results in wastes, as
does the disposal of remaining solution
after each long-season crop. By topping
up this solution to the level needed to start
a new crop and by sowing ortransplanting
into the old media after removing above-
ground parts, input use can be maximised.
Root masses from previous crops accu-
mulate in the container, potentially provid-
ing nutrients to subsequent crops.
However, in the long term, yields may
decline, possibly because of excessive
build-up of organic substance. The re-use
of media and remaining solution should be
tested under local conditions.

The polystyrene boxes used by AVRDC
as containers are covered by tight-fitting
polystyrene lids, drilled with openings,
which vary per box according to plant size
and spacing between containers. As a rule
of thumb, planting density should be 10-
2O7" more than in the field. Although the
size of boxes can vary according to local
needs, if space and resources permit larg-

er-scale production, joining several small
boxes rather than using one large box pre-
vents potential spread of solution-borne
diseases. They are also easier to move,
particularly if required during storms. The
standard spacing for a 54 x 34 cm surface
area per box is for 15 pots (3 rows, each
with 5 holes). All holes for receptacles are
filled if leafy vegetables are being grown,
but only 2-3tor longer-season crops such
as tomato or cauliflower.

Mixing species
The flexible management of small boxes,
easily re-arranged to reduce inter-contain-
er competition for light (eg. tall crops
placed where they cause least shading) is
an advantage of this simple system over
more sophisticated fixed units. Since the
solution composition in this system does
not vary markedly between species, mix-
tures of species can be grown in one con-
tainer. This diversity is important if a
household has only few containers, as it
brings variety for cooking. Serial sowing
(planting on more than one date in a con-
tainer) is not recommended. As water-level
needs differ, satisfactory development of
aerial roots cannot be ensured while
establishing other plants.

Pesticide-free products
Mixing of speci€s within and between con-
tainers is an effective way to reduce build-
up of insect pests. Using insect-proof net
(1.0 mm mesh size) and sticky yellow
traps, pesticide-free hydroponic vegeta-
bles have been grown. ln more sophisti-
cated structures with a protective roof of
polyethylene, the reduced light intensity
enhances the texture of leafy vegetables.
These, coupled with their recognised pes-
ticide-free status, can be sold to retailers at
a premium price.

Cooperative production and marketing
of hydroponic produce by small-scale pro-
ducers could maximise profits (large-scale
marketing,while buffering risks). This is
currently planned forVietnam and would fit
well into development plans for urban, peri-
urban and other densely-populated areas
elsewhere in the tropics. Commercial pro-
duction of household units is also reported
from Singapore, Malaysia and Taiwan.
One constraint is the reduced productivity
during the hot summer months (May -
August). This is similar to the troughs of
productivity in the field, but still merits fur-
ther research.

T

David Midmore, AVRDC. PO Box 42. Shanhua.
Tainan, Taiwan 741, R.O.C.
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Figurc 1: AVBDC hydroponics system for leafy crops (modified from Imai 1987)

Table l: Constituents ot stock nutrient solutions (adapted from Imai 1987)

Solution Chemical
formula

A ca(Nos)2. Hp
KNOg
K2HPO4
MqSO4.7H20

B C10H1208NaFe.Hp
= F*EDTA
MnSO4. H2O
CuSO4.5H2O
ZnSO4.7H2O
HgBOg
NaMoO4.2H2O

Amount in
one litre'

0.5904 g
0.2166 g
0.08/t4 g
0.0499 g

2260 mg

153.8
7.9
22.0
286.0
2.5

Concentration
(elementyppfi

(N) 70.0, (Ca)
(N) 30.0, (K)
(P) 15.0, (K)
(Ms) 48.6

(Fe) 3.0

100.2
38.0
ur.8

(Mn) 0.5
(Cu) 0.02
(zn) 0.05
(B) 0.5
(Mo) 0.01

mg
mg
mg
mg
mg

1. Ten ml of solutions A and B are added to 1 litre of water to form the culture solution.
2. Total concentration of macrcelements N, P, K, Ca and Mg are 100, 15, 121.8, 1(n.2 and

48.6 ppm and of microelements Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, B and Mo 3.0,0.5,0.02,0.05,0.5 and 0.01
ppm in the culture solution.
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I n the later 1980s and the early 1990s a
I project of the UNDP (United Nations
I Development program) promoted
People's Hydroponics (pH) in Latin
American countries such as the
Dominican Republic, San Salvador. Costa
Rica and Colombia, mainly in the
Jerusal6n section of Bogotii (Zapp 1991).
The initial results were promising in terms
of improved nutrition and income genera-
tion (PNUD 1989).

However, interviews with the beneficiar_
ies in mid-1994 revealed that 90% had
stopped PH. Common reasons were the
poor supply of nutrients and the lack of
technical advice and marketing support.
The impact of the project at household
level was not known, as there had been no
follow-up of project beneficiaries and no
socioeconomic evaluation.

Cash rather than food
The principal aim of most UA projects is to
supply nutritious food for poor families, but
if the products can be sold, most of these
go to the market and not to home con_
sumption. This was especially the case
with PH in Colombia, which produced
high-quality vegetables. The producers
preferred to sell rather than consume the
products themselves, sacrificing family
nutrition to get a better income.

The PH activities resulted in high yields
and, as almost all the production was
brought to market, the oversupply led to a
decrease in prices. There had been no
complementary marketing studies related
to the promotion of pH.

Experimentation for sustainability
In many cases of promoting urban farming,
a dependency is created between benefi_
ciaries and project. In the Dominican
Republic, for example, one of the reasons
why PH was paralysed was the dependen-
cy- on nutrients supplied by the project.
When this supply stopped, pH also
stopped. Only those groups continued
who had experimented with other ways to
make nutrient solutions, using locally-
available resources.

In other cases, because of the extreme
poverty where various urban farming activ_

mote PH in Nicaragua and especially
Chile. An audiovisual course (FAO 1993i
is given to children, convicts, old people,
refugees and suburban dwellers. This will
be successful only if the following prob-
lems are also addressed:
. the lack of supportive legislation; for

example, in Bogotri there are strict
municipal laws against using water for
agricultural production

. the lack of non-polluted water

. the lack of follow-up extension in pro-
duction and marketing

. the tendency to transfer instead promot-
ing experimentation with the new tech_
nology

. the lack of information exchange about
the diverse experiences in promoting
PH, which leads to repetition of the same
mistakes.

T

Julio Prudencio Btthrt, Casilla 6254. La paz.
Bolivia.
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People's hydroponics
in Latin America

ln Latin America urbaq tarming is primarily 
.a suruival strategy for the poorest. This usuallyinvolves some form of gardening and smiil-scate animal kdping, but there have also beenettgrt: to introduce hydroponics is a solution for tandress fi[pti'rni" account ot-iipiincewith People's Hydroponics comes from a longer anicle by iutiit prudencio B6hrt (lggii, ini"ngives an overview of urian farmingin tatin Aierica.

ities were being introduced, local people,s
ingenuity was assimilated and the technol-
ogy was adapted in keeping with their own
resources. This is the case of the small
family,factories which now dehydrate fruit
in Santiago de Chite (CET 1991). CET
(Center for Education and Technology) is
one of the few NGOs which has an inte-
grated vision of development support, giv-
ing attention not only to production ind
training but also to marketing, research
and participatory development of technol-
ogy.

More work for women
Where urban farming is a survival strategy
to obtain basic foods, it is implemented by
the mother of the family, with only occa_
sional help from her children. lt tfrus
increases women's tasks at home. When it
becomes more commercial, such as in the
case of PH, the husband and children
become more involved. But women still
pJay an important role, as they are respon-
sible for seeking markets, transporting
products, negotiating prices and quan-
tities, etc. Thus, rather than creating new
jobs, this Vpe of urban agriculture
demands even more labour from alreadv
overworked women.

Tasks ahead
FAO (Food and Agricultural Organisation
of the United Nations) is now trying to pro-

The AVRDG Home Garden program

The Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center-(AVRDC) is one of few,
il not the only, international institutions doing
agronomic research on tropical homegarden_
ing. The focus of the AVRDC program, since
it started in the early 'l980s, has been to devel-
op difierent types of vegetable gardens with
high nutritional value, that can be mainlained
year-round with few purchased inputs.

Experiments from'l 981,1 9g6 demonstrat-
ed that mixed vegetable gardens, just 4 x 4 m
in size, can supplyafamilyof 5 with over 100%
of lheir vitamin A and C needs, 50olo ol their
calcium, nearly 100o/o of their iron and 20olo ol
their protein needs year-round. An 1g m"
schoolgarden can supply 142 children with
half a cup of fresh vegetables every day of the
school year.

Since 1987 AVRDC,s Garden program has
focused on improving garden design and
management under different climatic condi_
tions, and on building a database on garden
crops. Research includes experimentation
with intercropping, crop rolation, mulching and
composting to raise yields at low cost. Results
have shown that many vegetables, including
amaranth, eggplant, jule, lettuce, okra. shal_
lot, kangkong (lpomoea reptans) and perilla
(Perilla trutescens), will grow well without the
use of agrochemicals. For cost, environmen-
tal and health reasons, AVRDC is always
se€king nonchemical alternalives to combat
pests and diseases and maintain soil fertility,
especially in homegardens.
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Nutritional benefits
from home gardening

Seasonal hunger and malnutrition are
ever-present conditions for the
landless or near landless rural poor
and urban slum dwellers. These
groups are particularly vulnerable
because of low and irregular cash
incomes. ln Bangladesh, as in other
tropical countries, many such
households use the small area
around their house to grow tood to
supplement lield crops, purchased
food and generate income for
households with access to markets.
The pilot homegarden ptoject ot
Helen Keller lnternational (HKQ
reported here has looked specitically
at the impact of improved home
gardening on the nutritional status
and health of poor households.

Robin Marsh

I oth chronic and acute protein-ener-

FISy malnutrition are widespread in
J rural Bangladesh. Nutritional blind-
ness among pre-school children is a per-
sistent problem caused by vitamin A defi-
ciency. Every year, over 900,000 children
under 6 years old suffer some degree of
xerophthalmia and 30,000 or more chil-
dren become permanently blind; half of
them die within the first few months of the
blinding episode (HKl November 1993).
Women and children disproportionately
suffer the effects of malnutrition and mor-
bidity and mortality associated with malnu-
trition (World Bank 1992). Among the chil-
dren, girls suffer higher levels of malnutri-
tion than boys.

e
=
b

Surprisingly, this gender disparity
increases at higher socio-economic levels
and at higher levels ol father's education
(HKl 1993a). More educated fathers earn
more and improve the nutritional well-
being of their sons only. However,
mother's education level is positively cor-
related with improved nutrition of girls. This
underscores the importance of incorporat-
ing education and training of women in
nutrition intervention efforts.

The pilot homegarden project
HKI works globally to reduce the incidence
of nutritional blindness and raise aware-
ness of the importance of vitamin A in the
diet. Between 1990 and 1993, HKI imple-

A woman from Panchagaor District, Bangladesh,
haruesting indigenous leafy vegetables lrom the
family homegarden.

mented a pilot homegarden project in
Panchagaor District, northwest
Bangladesh, to assess whether promotion
of low-cost vegetable gardens, combined
with nutrition education, might be a viable
strategy for improving the nutritional status
of at-risk populations, pafticularly women
and young children. The ultimate target
group consisted of 1000 households from
81 villages with less than 0.32 ha of total
land area each, including the homestead
area, and at least one child less than six
years old. A 1990 baseline survey
revealed that of the selected households,
48o/"had no agricultural land at all. Among
landowners, the mean size holding was
just 996 m'zor0.1 ha. Homestead land was
available to every household for gardening
(mean = 412 m'). The majority of families
earned their livelihood as share croppers
or day labourers in nearby rice fields.

Two hundred families were selected
from non-target villages as a "control"
group. In addition, 100 households from
the target villages not directly involved in
the project constituted an "interaction"
group. This was to ascertain any demon-
stration or multiplying effects from the pro-
ject.

The group approach
HKI learned from earlier projects that com-
munity involvement is crucial for sustain-
ability of home gardening activities. In
each village, working groups of 10 to 20
women interested in home gardening were
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(continued from p. 13)

AVRDC has gathered a wide range of data
on 191 varieties of 67 vegetable species suit-
able for home and school gardens. The infor-
mation covers nutritional value, pest and dis-
ease resistance, planting and transplanting
dates, and optimum climatic, soil and water
conditions, as well as data on 133 varieties of
44 vegetables suitable for AVRDC's simple
hydroponic system (see article by Midmore in
this issue).

Currently, AVRDC is making case studies
of the socioeconomic and agronomic traits
and constraints ol homegardens in
Bangladesh, lndonesia, Nepal, Nicaragua,
Honduras and Gualemala. This information
will provide important feedback to the Home
Garden Prbgram for carrying out useful on-

station adaptive research. In future, AVRDC
plans to give training, technical assistance
and appropriate germplasm to instilutions pre
moting homegardening, through its regional
offices in Asia, Africa and Central America.
As AVRDC increases its international out-

reach, it is considering a proposal to create a
multi-pronged Intemational Garden Resource
Center involving collaboration of organisa-
tions working on different aspects of garden-
ing in developing countries. AVRDC invites
readers to send in comments and suggestions
related to this proposal.

Contact David Midmore, Director, AVRDC
Production Systems Program, PO Box 42,
Shanhua, Tainan, Taiwan 741@ (fax +886€-
5830009); and/or Robin Marsh, Sociooconomisi,
AVRDC/IICA, PO Box 55-22@, San Jose, Costa
Rica (tax +506-22H741)
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formed. Each group chose a leader to
organise technical assistance and seed
distribution for the project. These group
leaders play a key role in the programme.
They work entirely voluntarily, lttnougn
expenses are paid for attending training
sessions. Group leaders generally nave i
somewhat bigger homestead to facilitate
experimentation and seed production.
More importantly, they should be respect_
ed by group members and able to help
resolve problems when they occur.

One field officer and six extension work_
ers with secondary level education in agri-
cultural science - three men and three
women - worked full-time for the oro_
gramme providing training and technical
assistance. They all spoke the local dialect
and were familiar with local culture and
eusto-ms. Training of the extension agents
was frequent, intensive, participative and
multidisciplinary. Lectures and demonstra_
tions covered the nutritional needs of
women and children, cultivation of vitamin_
rich vegetables using low-cost, low_risk
techniques, processing and cooking
methods and communication skil ls.

HKI provided women gardeners with
seasonat vegetable seeds not locallv avail_
able, and some saplings for fruit and multi-
purpose trees. "Nursery" caretakers were
selected among the group leaders to grow
the seeds into seedlings for projecfwide
distribution at subsidised rates, and to
facilitate sharing of indigenous vegetable
seeds, cuttings and vines. Seed distribu_
tion and the general progress of the gar_
dens were followed through a simple but
efficient "continuous communitv based
monitoring" system (Talukder 1 993).

Expansion and growing diversity
An elternal mid-term evaluation in
December 1992, two years after the pro_
ject started, showed that the area under
homegardens had expanded considerablv
and that a growing diversity of crops wai
being cultivated. In 1g90 only 507o of the
target-group households reported having
a homegarden, with a mean size 61 m. ani
an average of 3. 1 varieties of veQetables in
lhe glound. Two years later, all target
households had gardens, with mean size
1 38 m'z, while the average number of varie_
ties increased nearly fivefold to 17. Most
commonty grown vegetables include: bot_
tle gourd, red amaranth, radish, papaya,
spinach, taro and sweet potato, att rich in
vitamin-A.

Greater diversity in number and types of
vegetables grown in the garden generally
promotes higher vegetable consumption
levels, especially among children, and
higher aggregate nutritional value (HKl
Baseline Report 1991). Garden diversity is
also beneficial for suppressing pest popu_
lations and enhancing sbit tertiitty.
Fufthermore, when income generation is
an objective, a small but diverse supply of
vegetables tends to have a more secure
markel value, especially during the ,'off,,

season. The evaluation revealed that, two
years into the project, over 50% of target
households earned income from sale of
surplus garden vegetables in local mar_
kets.

lmpact on health
For HKI the ultimate criteria for assessing
home gardening activities is their impact
on nutrition and health among and within
participating households. The 1992 evalu_
ation provided very relevant insights in
this. For the average target houiehold,
over 90% of calories are consumed in rice.
Depending upon income and homestead
supplies, families combine small amounts
of vegetables, fish, dal (a lentil based cur-
ry) and cooking oil with rice. Over the first
two years of the programme, consumption
of vegetables among target households
increased 27"/" trom 5.g to 7.5 kilos oer
week, over the baseline (Table 1). And
more than 80% of these vegetables came
from their homegardens, as compared
wilh 37o/" for the control group (Table 2).
. The combined home gardening, nutri_

tion education and gender aspects of the
project have also had a positive impact on
vegetable consumption by infants and
very young children. In particular, in the
target group fewer babies of 6-1 1 months
(55%) and toddlers of 12-23 months (17%)
are not eating vegetables at all, as com_
pared with the controlgroup (83%, 40%).
Also, the prevalence of severely undei_
weight children under five declined bv 7%
(trom257"to 18%) in the target group. this
is probably related as much or more to
increased consumption of rice, through
supptementary income and savings from
home gardening, than to any direct effects
of vitamin A on growth (HKl 1993b).

Women decide
Studying the data of the evaluation on
decision-making aspects reveals interest_
ing gender effects of the project.
Regarding "what to keep and what to sell".
65% of the decision-makers were women
in the target group, as compared to 25% for
the control group. Also, women were more

than twice as likely to receive and exercise
control over income earned from garden
sales in the target group. The home gar-
dening project, byfocusing on women both
in gardening and nutrition education,
appears to have had an important empow_
ering effect. This alone is crucial for
achieving improved nutritional welfare for
the family, especially for female members.

Less satisfying is to note that the interac-
tion group showed very little of the above
positive effects. This poses an important
challenge to all promoting homegarden
development. Apparently direct technical
assistance and participation in the working
groups are required for adopting some of
the new practices and consuming more
vegetables.

T

Robin Marsh AVRDC/ilCA, pO Box 55-2200,
San Jose, Costa Rica.
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Table l. Househotd vegetable consumption

mean quantity consumed (kilos)

before project (1990)
mid-term (1992)
increase (o/o)

target households control

5.08
5.36
6

5.80
7.54

30

Table 2. Sources of vegetabtes tor consumption (T)

sources

own home garden
market
others

target households control

16
67
1 7

81
16
3
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With a population ot 110
million of mainly rural-based
people compressed on 148,393
krrt, Bangladesh presents one
of the greatest challenges in
the world to produce more
food on less land. CAHE's
Local lnitiatives for Farmer
Training (LIFT) project has
worked with farmers tor more
than 8 years to develop
strategies to do just that:
produce more with less.
LIFT is implemented in both
the southern and northwest
regions ot Bangladesh,
bordering the Bay ot Bengal
and lndia, respectively.

Although substantial economic gains
were realised for some farmers, little was
achieved in terms of increased vegetable
consumption for households in rural areas,
another goal of the project. This is not sur-
prising since vegetable production for
household consumption is typically the
responsibility of women and done within
the homestead. neither of which were tar-
geted in the original programme. As a
result, a new LIFT approach was devel-
oped to promote bio-intensive gardening.
It was to rely on the use of local inputs,
labour and traditional vegetable crops in
the homestead. The programme works
with both women and men but, more
realistically, activities are directed at
households.

Selecting technologies
LIFT itself has gone through many chang-
es to get to where it is today: a very partic-
ipatory project which trains local female
and male extensionists to promote bio-
intensive gardening in the communities
where they live. Farmers are also encour-
aged to operate tree nurseries on their
small homestead (see box) and sell vege-
table seedlings and seeds to neighbours
on a "for-profit" basis. Through a process
of trials and evaluation in the gardening
programme, the project now focuses on
fewer practices which make the largest
contribution to the goal of increased pro-
duction for limited aieas of land, with mini-
mal external inputs. Use of vine crops help
make best use of limited space.
Composting, live fences and liquid fertilis-
er enhance productivity of crops. And
these, together with the use of raised beds,
enable continual cropping almost through-
out the year.

Experimenting with vine crops
One commonly used cropping strategy in
Bangladesh, refined by the programme, is
the planting of vine crops which utilise lim-
ited ground area yet have high production.
Sweetgourd (Cucurbita maxima), ash-
gourd (Benincasa hispida), spongegourd
(Luffa cylindrica), bottlegourd (Lagenaria
sicerarial, fndian spinach (Basella alba)
and country bean (Dolichos lablab\ are the
most commonly grown vine crops.
Typically, these crops are grown in "pits",
an area about 30 cm in diameter where the
soil has been loosened to about the same
depth, manure added, and six or more
seedlings are planted. The pit is often next
to the house or a homestead tree where
the plant can grow up onto the roof or the
branches. Often a trellis is constructed to
provide the plant with support which then
provides cooling shade during the day.

LIFT has improved production for vine
crops by increasing the pit size, increasing
the quantity of compost added and reduc-
ing the number of seedlings planted per pit.
Although the experiments were not
designed well enough to determine which
change had the greatest impact on bottle-
gourd production, all changes made prob-
ably contributed positively to the overall
increases observed. While the average
production level from a single pit was 88
kg, the range was from 45 kg up to 161 kg,
indicating the potential high yields from a
limited space. Trials forothercommon vine
crops have yet to be undertaken.

Soilfertil ity
Composting is a first method promoted by
LIFT to enhancing soil fertility and struc-
ture, resulting in increased vegetable pro-
duction per area of land. Traditional com-

Producing more with less
'Abu Sayed, Amar Kar,

Masud Khan and Loretta Payne

- oth areas experience a tropical
]Smonsoon climate from June to
IOctoberw1h an average rainfall of
more than 600 mm per month. The dry and
cooler winter season lasts from November
to February. LIFT works here with a popu-
lation of poor male and female farmers
who generally own less than an acre of
land. Their small and usually crowded
homesteads are used fer a multitude of
activities, often competing for space and
light. For many Bangladesh households,
the homestead itself represents all or a
large proportion of the entire landholding.
The gardens measure usually less than 1
decimal (approximately 40 m'?). Finding
ways to make these limited areas produce
more vegetables without the use of expen-
sive or toxic inputs has been one of the
challenges of LIFT.

New approach needed
Many years back, CARE promoted high-
input horticulture to small farmers as a way
to increase income. This resulted in asmall
number of farmers producing exotic vege-
tables for a small and affluent segment of
the population in the capital city of Dhaka.
Vegetable production became a cash
crop, controlled mostly by men. These
vegetables were and continue to be pro-
duced using high amounts of expensive
inorganic fertilisers and toxic pesticides for
urban markets. The level of pesticide use
in vegetables, the poor understanding of
pesticides by the farmers themselves and
the lack of any testing for pesticide resi-
dues continue to be cause for alarm.
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posting is usually done in open pits and
relies primarily on animal manure and
small amounts of rice straw, resulting in
poor-quality compost andloss of nutrients.
LIFT composting is promoted above
ground, under cover, and encourages the
use of all farm wastes as well as abundant
water hyacinth. LIFT also promotes live
fences around all garden spaces. Fencing
is not practised by all farmers i;
Bangladesh, and the fences which are
built are often of poorquality. Considerable
losses of crops to livestock often result.
The most commonly used live{ence tree is
bogamedula, a fast-growing perennial
legume. The leaves of bogamedula con_
tribute to soil fertility either through com_
post or as green manure in the garden.
The stems provide forfuelwood. The fence
itself is also used as a suppon for vine
crops.

Increased production per area of land is
also achieved by applying liquid fertiliser.
Many types of leaves which are hiqh in
nitrogen are common in rural villagei but
not necessarily within the homestead.
Liquid fertiliser offers small landholders the
opportunity lo use these leaves to fertilise
their vegetables in the homesteads. Clav
pots are filled with water and a naq ot
leaves from nitrogen{ixing trees (5 lwiter
:.1 kg leaves). After 2-3 weeks, the liquid is
rich in nitrogen. After being diluted with 3
parts of water to one part of liquid fertiliser,
it can be applied directly to the garden and
pit crops. This free source of nitrogen ferti_
liser has been widely accepted by farmers
as it increases production, does not burn
the crops and, if applied to leaves, repels
insect pests.

Continual cropping
In Bangladesh, vegetables are usuallv
produced only during the cool winter sea_
son between November and February.
Little is grown in the remaining months of

beds, using similar quantit ies of compost.
The average production of radish grown in
the traditional way yielded 169 kg per dec_
imal, while the raised bed yielded an aver_
age of 208 kg per decimal, an increase of
23%.

Conclusion
By using the above methods, rural house_
holds can substantially increase vegetable
production in their very small gardens. In
the project villages average monthly pro_
duction levels have increased trom tO t<o
to 40 kg per month for the 

"u"rage 
on6

decimal garden. Almost 70% of this is con_
sumed within the household and the
remaining 30% is sold in rural local mar_
kets. Even the small plots thus provide
cash for household necessities.
Further, not only is it no longer necessary
to buy vegetables, but villagers know that
what they consume is fresh and not taint_
ed with pesticides or other chemicals.

I

Abu Sayed, Amar Kar, Masud Khan and Loretta
Payne, CARE, GpO Box 226, Dhaka, Bangtadesh

Eggplant, kangkong and red amaranth on raised
beds, vine crops growing on a fence. April is nor-
mally very ditficult for vegetabte cultivaiion due to
heat and drought.

the year. A number of crops, however, can
be grown in these months if soil fertility is
property managed and vegetables are
grown in raised beds. They offset,the prob_
lems with heavy rainfall (drainage), and
composting improves the water_holdino
capacity and provides nutrients to the soii
which are taken out by continual harvest_
ing. By relaying in different types of vege_
tables (fruit, leafy, root and leguminoul),
continual production of vegetables ii
achieved throughout the year. Raised
beds improve root growth, soil aeration
and water drainage.

Farmer-managed trials compared the
production of radish (Raphanus sativus\
planted in the traditional way versus raised

The viability of micro nurseries

As an altemative income-generating activity
for very small homesteads in Southern
Bangladesh, CARE promotes the establish_
ment of micornursbries. Building on the age-
old practice of raising vegetable seedlings in
the homestead, the production of tree seed-
lings is now stimulated to meet the demand of
many afforestation activities. Operated for
profit, such nurseries are expected to provide
a sustainable source of income for the house_
hold. As the homestead is mostly the domain
of women and women generally have limited
opportunities for outside paid labour, the pro-
ject works mostly with them. Women nursery
managers receive training lrom the project and
regular support visits. All materials and inputs
required are the responsibility of the women
themselves. Almost 38,OOO marketable seed-

lings were thus produced and sold in the first
season with an average of 625 trees per nur_
sery, showing a wide variety of species.
Profitability of the nurseries during the first

season was carefully monitored. lt appeared
that, on average, net income to labour amount_
ed to 2029 taka (about US$ 50) with more than
75o/o of the nurseries making more than 1000
taka. The total labour requirement to complete
a nursery production cycle was determined to
be 32 days of I hours,work. One day of work
thus earned the women an average of 67 taka
or US$ 1.60. Comparing this with the average
daily labourwage in Chittagong of 40 taka per
day for men and 15 taka per day for women
indicates that the nurseries are economicallv
attractive, especially lor women. Much of the
time devoted to the nursery work is often ,,idle

time" with low opportunity costs. Further, the
timing of the nursery income was said to be
important. Much of this income is earned dur_
ing the monsoon when outside employment
opportunities are scarce.
Where some form of vegetable production is

common on the homestead, the loss of this
source of income needs to be taken into
account. Interestingly, however, nursery man_
agers have started to plant vegetables
between the larger coconut seeds or poly
bags, utilising the unoccupied root space
below. The loss of vegetable production is
therefore partly compensated for, while best
use is made of thevery limited spaie available.

Johny Montu Sarker, CARE, GpO Box 226, Dhaka.
Bangladesh.
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Normita G.lgnacio

I n the Philippines, one response to the
furban boom has been government
I sponsored resettlement. Squatters on
government-owned land are brought to
areas outside of the city. While this can
ease some pressure, people are still con-
fronted with the huge challenge of finding
work and food. Such was the case in
Dasmarinas Bagong Bayan, one of the
oldest and largest resettlement projects in
the Philippines. Located 28 km south of
Metro Manila, the resettlemenl covered
652 hectares and accommodated about
14,361 families or 93,050 people shortly
after it was establisheci in 1973. The
Philippine government provided infra-
structure but could not provide work for the
settlers. Unemployment, and eventually
lack of food, became serious problems.

To face this challenge, the Dasmarinas
semi-commercial gardening project was
started in 1986 by the Phitippine
Countryside Development Center (PCDC)
and the National Housing Authority (NHA),
with technical assistance from the
International Institute of Rural
Reconstruction (llRR). Today, 50 famities
tend gardens of 120 to 300 m, on 2.5 hec-
tares loaned by the National Power
Corporation.

Building up the soil
The soil in Dasmarinas is very hard, silty
clay. lt has extremely poor, stony, physical
conditions. The tropical skies dump 2000
mm of rain annually. Typhoons and down-
pours are frequent, particularly from June
to November. The mean annual tempera-
ture is 27'C. Climate and poor landuse
practices have resulted in serious soil deg-
radation. The Dasmarinas gardeners
therefore faced a real challenge - how to
turn a stony patch of land covered in cogon
grass (lmperata cylindrica) into a nourish-
ing, productive garden.

A lot of organic matter was needed if the
soil was tb be fit for vegetables. However,
unlike lheir rural cousins with ready sup-
plies of manure, rice straw and other plant
refuse, the urban settlers had little to throw
on their plots. Nor had they cash to obtain
organic matter from elsewhere. llRR
helped out with loans of cow dung, chick-
en manure and coffee hulls. Seeds of mul-
tipurposetree species, which are excellent
nitrogen producers, were also supplied.

After the initial assistance and repay-
ment of their loans, the gardeners began
finding their own organic fertilisers through
their emerging organisation. From nearby
villages they bought cow dung at 5 P and
chicken manure at 1 5 P perbag'(1 P = USg

Resettle and survive
Urban populations in developing
countries are growing fast. It's

expected that by 2025, urban centres
in the developing world will be home
to some four billion people, a figure
equal to the world's total population

in 1975 (World Resources 1994).
Rapid population grovtth and

urbanisation are straining resouroes.
Shelter, sewerage, clean water and
even the most basic of amenities,

tood, are at a premium and
malnutrition is endemic.

0.040). At least a third of the garden is
planted in legumes to replenish nitrogen
and plants are rotated each cropping to
prevent degradation. These practices,
along with deep digging of the garden
beds, promote microbial activity which in
turn improves soil quality. Afterthree years
the soil became more porous and easierto
handle. lts water absorption and water-
holding capacity also improved.

A smelly challenge
According to Philippine statistics, an aver-
age family (four members) produces 0.5
kg waste per day. Of this, 50% can be com-
posted and 30% can be recycled. To
achieve this, Dasmarinas gardeners sep-
arate their wastes right at home into com-
postable, non-biodegradable and recy-
clable materials. In the compost heap,
kitchen refuse is mixed with grass clip-
pings, yard sweepings, leaves of multipur-
pose trees and sometimes animal manure.

Germinia Colinares, a widow with seven
children, has branched out into livestock,
creating a successful, urban-style "inte-
grated farming system." But with houses
built so close together, raising pigs posed

a smelly challenge. "My garden and my pig
project help each other," says Aling
Miniang. "l am using the manure to fertilise
my garden and, in return, my.garden feeds
my pigs with nutritious indigenous vegeta-
bles and reduces my expenses for feeds
by 4O/o. At the same time, I don't need to
worry where to put the pig manure."

High quality and price
The Dasmarinas gardeners now grow
about 18 ditferent types of vegetables
each year. Although most vegetables are
consumed at home, surpluses are easily
sold in the neighbourhood. Almost 60%
are indigenous and about 80% can be
propagated by the gardeners themselves.
Local cultivars are preferred as they are
available year-round and pests are less of
problem. Integrated pest management is
practised and botanical concoctions are
prepared from pesticidal plants growing
around the garden. Together these prac-
tices enable the gardeners to have their
products qualify as organically grown
products. This has important conse-
quences. Very recently, a group of NGOs
organised an open market in Manila for
organically grown farm products. The
Dasmarinas gardeners joined this market
and seil their produce at a price up to twice
as much as they used to.

The BIG Association
In 1992, llRR and NHA announced they
would be leaving the garden project.
Encouraged by success - their gardens
gave them fresh food and extra income -
the gardeners decided to continue the pro-
ject. on 30 July 1 992 they registered as the
Bio-lntensive Gardening Association
(BIGA). With the help of ttRR, BtcA
secured a grant from the German
Development Service in August 1gg3 for
buying and installing seven deep-well
handpumps. They now produce high value
vegetables even in the dry season. The
gardeners of Dasmarinas are nowflourish-
ing on their own.

Note: All quotations are translated by the authortrom
the local language.

T

Normlta lgnaclo llRR, Silang, Cavite, philippines.
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Worldwide network
for urban agriculture

-The Urban Agriculture Network is a focal point and resource centre for promoting urbantarming in low-income countries. lt brings-together over 1000 NGOS, researchers, farmers,government agencies and international agencies from over 25 countries. The networkpromotes urban tarming a? a strategy to empower the poor, reduce hunger and malnutrition,| ::ii!::3::,7#:;f;,:::1,;:n:If::[tr:#:#i::lx:;l,r::J:r,:::*;:!;*ii:i:*i:,
I agencies working in urban farming at local, national and international tevel.I

for urban farming to reach its poten_
I tial, farmers need better production
I and marketing skil ls and better muni-
cipal policy and services: legalisation of
farming, access to land, access to credit,
removal of market constraints in input and
output markets, technical and extension
support. To stimulate this, the network fol-
lows a three-pronged approach:
. encouraging and empowering local

groups, such as NGOs, private volunta_
ry associations and farmer organisa-
tions, to support urban farmers

. encouraging government agencies to
support and take a planned approach to
urban farming

. promoting urban farming as a strategy in
the programs and policies of national
and international research and develop-
ment agencies.

Local groups are assisted through provi-
sion of information, support to local group
interaction and project advice. The net-
work has a collaborative relationship with
several local expert groups such as CET
(Centre for Education and Technology) in
Chile and IAGU (lnstitut Africain de
Gestion Urbaine) in Senegal. Among local
groups advised are the Zimbabwe
Farmers Network, which is startino an
urban farming prolect, and the Cairajal
Foundation in Colombia, which proposes
an Income-generating project in a low_
income community. Assistance has been
given to the Institute of Built Environment
in Calcutta for a proposed national work-
shop on urban farming, and to IAGU for
creating a West African Network for
research in urban agriculture and environ-
ment.

The network tries to influence govern-
ment policy to support urban farming, by
providing information on its potential. This
has taken the form of: advice to Bulawavo
city on the possibilities of local farmingja
proposal to study potential use of citv waste
in farming in Dakar, and a study wiin RruC
(African National Congress) and the Citv of
Johannesburg on possibil i t ies for urban
farming to feed the poor and socially rein-
tegrate the city.

lnternational development agencies
have a key role to play in promoting urban

farming worldwide, as they influence both
local groups and governments. The Urban
Agriculture Network has worked with IDRC
(lnternational Development Research
Centre), Care International. World Bank
and several United Nations agencies in
considering urban farming among their
development strategies.

Urban Agriculture Workshop
in London

Thirty senior professionals representing
agencies from Canada, Chile, France,
Germany, Netherlands, Sweden,
Switzerland, the UK and the USA took part
in a workshop on 29 June 1994 in London.
UK, on the current reality and future possibi-
lities of urban agriculture. The workshop was
organised by the Urban Agriculture Network
and co-hosted by the Development planning
Unit and the Natural Resources Institute ot
the UK.
It was a rare opportunity for researchers in

this budding field to meet. The participants
each reviewed their work, and compared
expenences across the world. The work-
shop furthered lhe cooperation among
European specialists concerned with urban
farming, creating an "affinity groupi, of like-
minded agencies which will remain in con-
tact. Suzanne Gura of ATSAF (German
Council for Tropical and Subtropical
Research) announced a conference on
vegetable production in tropical cities, to be
co-hosted by DSE (German Foundation lor
Internalional Development) in Leipzig in
mid-November 1994.
The affinity group defined priorities for their

future work in urban agriculture, including:
spreading information, raising awareness in
related sectors, participatory action
research, establishing a journal or newslet-
ler, and research to demonstrate that urban
farming can reach agreed ends. The work-
shop proceedings are to be published.

Annu Ratta, Urban Agriculture Network

The network has three programs: com-
munication, research and project develop-
ment assistance. lt presents at conferen-
ces, prints information briefs, publishes
articles, maintains a library, and answers
queries from members and non-members.
The first comprehensive book on urban
agriculture, written by the network, will
soon be published.

The network now plans to decentralise
and integrate its activities by creating
regional centres in Asia, Africa and Latin
America and publishing an international
newsletter. Training sessions and work-
shops will be designed with collaborators
from the field. Best-practice scenarios and
research results will be disseminated
across the network to increase efficiency
and effectiveness of local initiatives.
Guidance publications, presenting experi-
ences from different countries on various
aspects of urban farming, such as land
allocation and marketing systems, will be
published.

I

For more information contact: The Urban
Agriculture Network, 17.| 1 Lamont St NW,
Washington, DC 20010, USA. Tet: +1-202-4838130.
Fax: +1 -202-9866732, E-mail: 721 M.A446@ comou-
serve.com on Internet.
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Gardening on garbaget
opportunity or threat?

Gardening on waste drbposalsifes is
common practice in many developing
countries. Suclr sifes offer fertile land
not used for other purposes, but toxic
wastes and heavy metal poilution
may threaten human health. Axel
Drescher presents a case study of
such a periurban garden in Zambia.

Axel Drescher

I bout 15 km nonh of Zambia's capi-

A:1HlJ[1;X'"1"iii*:X','.',",3;
site from 1967 to 1992. The wastes includ-
ed toxic substances from hospitals and
industry. The area is now intensively used
by vegetable gardeners from December to
July, when wateris available. In Augustthe
wells in the riverbed dry up; the stagnant
pools formed where the wastes block the
river are too dirty to be used to water gar-
dens. One example of the hundreds of
people who grow crops along this riverbed
is a family who has been living there for
more than 20 years, with the garbage site
at its doorstep.

According io our survey, about 2S/o ol
the people living in Lusaka town do dry-
season gardening and almost half the
women and a third of the men grow staple
foods like maize in the wet season.
Farming is done by about 75o/" ol the peo-
ple living in the periurban area, but more
market-oriented than in town. Most com-
mercial periurban gardening is men's work,
but this semi-commercial case-study gar-
den of about 1400 m, is managed by a
woman aged 54. She grows vegetables for
her family (76-year-old husband, adult
daughter, brother-in-law and 2 grandchil-
dren) and for the market. No family mem-
ber is formally employed; their sole source
of continuous income is the garden.

Banana is their main crop (250 plants).
Selling bananas brings an income almost
year-round, while vegetables can be
grown only at certain periods. The woman
says she earns 1 60,000 Kwachas per year
from sales. This means a monthly income
of US$ 20-25, about as much as a night-
guard earns in town. The part of the har-
vest eaten by the family lowers their food
expenses by over US $100 per year.

Valuable variety of crops
The garden contains numerous fruit trees:
26 papaya, 14 mango, 2 masau (Ziziphus
mauritiana) and 1 guava. Masau is tradi-
tionally grown in the valleys and produces
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Table: Heavy metals in soil samples trom the disposal site

Sample No. Pb(ppm)
1 5
2 4
3 4
4 1 0
5 200
6 4
7 5
EII threshotds 1986 50 - 3OO

Cct(ppm)
nd
6

nd
nd
6
I
15

1 - 3

Zn(ppm)
6.6

112.5
54.0
6.6

525.0
135.0
27.0

150 - 300

Cu(ppm)
4.25
2.s0
8.50
4.25

25.00
2.25

9@.00
50 - 140

ppm = parts per million; nd = not detected.

sources: Data from zebdo Q993), European threshotds from Fiirstner (lggg).

small, sweet fruits, richer than oranges in
protein, vitamin C and some minerals
(FAO 1988). Papaya helps generate some
income in August, thus buffering shortag-
es in vegetable supply. Sugarcane is also
grown but is not sold, as prices are too low.
No fertilisers and few pesticides are used
in the garden.

Livestock-keeping is not integrated, as
the family no longer has any animals. The
son, now in jail, sold all the goats and
chickens when in urgent need of money.
The cattle died of disease.

Continuous harvest
The management conditions and other
factors, such as shortage of family labour,
result in low yields. The estimated banana
yield was 8-10 kg per plant, compared to

yields of 20 kg or more in high-input
systems (Moran 1992). In Juty 1993
Chinese cabbage (Brassica chinensis\,
rape (Brassica sp.) and pumpkin
(Curcubita sp.) were growing in the gar-
den. Chinese cabbage predominated with
790 plants, followed by pumpkin (515) and
rape (306). Earlier in the rainy season, the
pumpkin was intercropped with maize,
sweet potatoes and other crops.

The vegetables are not grown to gain a
high yield at the end of the season, but
rather for continuous harvest. Pumpkins
are a good example: the main products are
the leaves, used as relish, and not the fruit.
Spacing in this garden, like the others in
the area, was therefore less than recom-
mended. Depending on their aims, the gar-
deners find their own systems of planting
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and spacing. ln general, the garden plants
are not in best condition because of lack of
water, continuous harvesting and compe-
tition caused by high plant density.

Heavy metalpollution
The soils have a relatively high organic
matter content (5.7o/o) and a moderate pH
value (7.7). Heavy metals are widely dis-
tributed over the disposal site, but concen-
trations differed greatly between samples
(see table). International thresholds for
vegetable-growing sites were exceeded in
some samples in the case of lead, zinc and
cadmium. The sewage sludge, sold as fer-
tiliser to commercial gardeners, contained
levels of cadmium and copper exceeding
any European threshold.

Nevertheless, no uptake of cadmium
was detected in the vegetables, while cop-
per concentrations of 1-3 ppm were found
in maize. Cucumbers accumulated zinc at
a rate of 45 ppm, while the wild plants
Bidens steppia and Tithonia diversifolia
had zinc accumulations of 102-106 ppm
and cadmium of 10 ppm. These plants are
widespread on the disposal site, which is
grazed by goats and cows. lt is not known
whether people also harvest these plants
as wild vegetables.

In the case of this garden, the high pH
value and the relatively high content of
organic matter appeared to help demobil-
ise heavy metals. This reduces the uptake
by crops.

Advice urgently needed
By providing income and food for the fam-
ily, gardening increases household food
security. However, heavy metal pollution
and toxic wastes are likely to be found on
many waste disposal sites, and threaten
the health of people who consume prod-
ucts from gardens established there. The
behaviour of the heavy metals in soils and
plants depends greatly on soil characteris-
tics. Neutral pH values and a high content
of clay and organic matter can minimise
the uptake of metals by crops.

There is urgent need for advisory
services for gardeners on disposal sites,
supported by research, and for effective
control of the use of these sites so as to
protect producers and consumers from
contaminated vegetables.

I
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Working with waste
in Latin America

Julio Prudencio Brihrt

Ilhe metropolitan areas in the Third
I World generate almost 25 pounds of
I waste per person per day. At present

rates of urban growth, Latin American cities
would produce 370,000 metric tonnes per
day by the end of this century, 80% more
than now. At present, only 60% of waste is
collected and less than half of this is dis-
posed of without harm to the environment
(Campbell 1989), to say nothing of using its
potentials for producing and improving the
urban surroundings.

Recently, however, waste recycling has
increased in several Latin American cities.
As informal activities, these are carried out
mainly by women and youths. There are
also the beginnings of concerted efforts by
nongovernmental and community organ-
isations and even some government institu-
tions to promote the recycling of wastes for
productive purposes. Forexample, in Lima,
Peru, the ALTERNATIVA project has
helped to create micro-enterprises (each
with 4-8 people) to collect rubbish for recy-

Not only organic waates can senrc a useful pur-
pose in urban agriculture.

cling through a special agreement with
municipal authorities. Despite problems
related to political interests, among others,
these enterprises appear to be economical-
ly feasible and plan to expand into making
compost.

In Brazil, municipal governments recog-
nise their inability to collect all the rubbish
generated in the cities. This has resulted in
joint action by municipalities, NGOs and
local organisations in waste recycling, as
well as in solving other urban problems. The
case of POLIS is a good example of coordi-
nated work at municipal level with local
organisations (Caccia B & Mullahy 1994).

In Bogota, Colombia, the government is
likewise unable to collect all the city rubbish
but, in this case, has given the task to pri-
vate firms. These firms share their right to
collect rubbish with the cartoneros, lne
thousands of carton collectors, including
many children, who work and sleep in the
streets. fhe caftoneros constantly move
around the city, collecting waste which they
can sell. This is an economy of harvesting
and extraction essentially for economic and
social reasons. but without a vision of eco-
logically-sound development.

Water treatment for urban agriculture is
little developed thus far in Latin American
cities. However, in Lima, Peru, in collabora-
tion with municipality, CEPIS (Panamerican
Centre for Health Engineering and
Environmental Sciences) is experimenting
with treating water around San Juan de
Miraflores using a natural process (stabil-
isation lakes). The treated water is used to
irrigate large forest areas and periurban
maize fields, as well as in an aquaculture
project. The tilapia fish are very productive
and in high demand in the principalmarkets
of Lima. Because of the low production
costs involved, sales of these fish compete
strongly with shell fish and sea fish.

In most Latin American cities, however,
there is still a lack of clear policies related to
the management of waste and treated
water for use in urban agriculture. There is
a great need for better interaction and coor-
dination of activities between municipal
govemments, NGOs, private institutions of
social development and people's organisa-
tions.

I

Julio Prudencio Btihrt, Casilla 6254, La Paz, Bolivia
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Expanding cities are engulfing
tarmland without providing
alternative land for the displaced rural
people, often peasants without land
title. Herders continue to use the
unbuilt spaces, the "city commons",
but many residents do not appreciate
the presence ol cattle. Beacon Mbiba
looks at this potentially contlictual
situation in urban Zimbabwe.

The cattle of Chitungwiza

Gonflicts on the rural-urban fringe
Beacon Mbiba

lhe town of Chitungwiza, with about

I 500,000 people, lies 30 km south-
I east of Harare, the Zimbabwe capi-

tal. lt is a product of apartheid policy during
colonial times, when black people were
spatially, economically and culturally sep-
arated from the urban areas of the whites.
To house the black labour force. the town-
ship was established in 1954 within the
legal framework of the African Land
Husbandry Act.

It was a dormitory town, where black
Africans could sleep overnight and travel
to Harare for their daily work. Houses were
very basic, without services or productive
economic activities. As population
increased, further residential areas were
established. The land is under the control
of the central government.

Livestock in town
In Chitungwiza, cattle are a dominant fea-
ture in the gardens, streets and open spac-
es, especially in autumn and winter. They
are mainly of the local Sanga breed, also
called mashona, which is adapted to local
conditions. The urban grazing aieas are
beside roads, between town sections and
in low-l/ng areas near streams. These
sites are also used by urban residents to
grow crops such as maize and sweet pota-
toes in the summer.

Town authorities argue that the cattle
are a public nuisance and a veitor of dis-
ease. ln August 1993, the town council
passed a set of Animal By-Laws to deal
with this problem. The by-laws permit
impounding and destruction of animals

found roaming in town and not claimed by
the owner within a specified period.

Despite these laws, cattle continue to
roam the town's open spaces. Why are the
by-laws not invoked? Where do the catfle
come from? Who owns them? How do they
use the urban spaces? Are they really a
health hazard and a source of conflict?
What do residents think about this? A
study was made in 1994 to answer these
and many more questions.

Study by students
After a literature review, discussions were
held with council officials, the police and
medical practitioners, and a survey was
made of urban residents in the areas most
frequented by cattle. Students monitored
the daily grazing patterns over a ten-day
period to complement initial field obserua-
tions. The students were residents of
Chitungwiza, and were allocated observa-
tion points near their homes, so that they
could combine this work with household
chores. Such studies are part of the
curriculum for our BSc students in urban
planning, as a practical way of teaching
social science.

Why are the cattle there?
The residential areas which make up
present-day Chitungwiza were "planted" in
the middle of Seke Communal Area. The
local people, mainly cattle-keepers who
did some farming in the summer, were
robbed of their grazing and cropping lands
and either forced into increasingly crowd-
ed conditions or forced out. They received
no compensation or alternative resettle-
ment areas.

Herds and their movements?
When herd movements were monitored in
June 1994, the cattle entered the urban
pastures after 8 am, usually without a herd-
er in sight. Animals seen before this time
appeared to be stray animals missed by
herders during "roundups" the previous
evening. The herders usually drove their
cattle home between 5 and 6 pm. The main
crops grown in the urban "commons" had
already been harvested, so the cattle did
not need to be closely tended all day.
However, occasionally urban residents
were observed chasing away cattle which
had invaded their backyard gardens.

The herd size was quite varied. The
herds which came from the north were
smaller (minimum 8, maximum 50 head)
while those from the southeast were larg-
er (minimum 12, maximum over 200
head). The observations allowed us to
identify the residential areas of potential
conflict, and the roads where traffic prob-
lems might be caused by moving catfle.
This helped us focus our subsequent inter-
views and surveys. The observed move-
ments of herds also indicated that a survey
of owners had to include rural homes in the

Chitungwiza and the surrounding Seke com-
munal lands lie 1500-2000 m above sea
level. Dominant soils are clay and sandy
loams. Average annual rainfall is 8S0 mm,
and mean annual temperature is 18.C. Most
rain falls inthe hotsummertrom late Oclober
to March (with occasional dry spells in
December/January). This is the main croe
ping season.
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ln the dry season, cattle graze the open spaces
between quarters ol Chitungwiza town, where
urban residents grow crops in the summei

southeast and nofth. This paft of the study
has yet to be made.

In a city of gardeners
Residential space is generally used for
food production: 92/" of the '1 12 house-
holds surveyed were growing vegetables
in their backyards. Only 15 of them kept
any livestock at the house, mainly chick-
ens (up to 86 per household) and rabbits
(up to 18 per household). Two{ifths of the
respondees were also engaged in off-plot
cultivation, ie, in areas other than their
backyards.

The residents reported that cattle graze
urban pastures during the period from May
to November, after off-plot crops have
been harvested. Only 6 respondents could
provide names of the cattle owners, but
almost all said that the cattle belong to rural
people, mainlyfrom Seki and Mayambara.
However, a few cases of urban owners
were also found.

Problems for residents
The residents reported numerous prob-
lems caused by the cattle. On individual
properties, the major problems were
destruction of gardens, pollution because
of manure, noise disturbance, and dam-
age to property, including laundry and
fences. In response, propefty owners have
built stronger barriers around their homes,
even concrete walls if they could afford it.
Residents noted that houses are an invest-
ment and nearby cattle grazing lowers the
propeny values.

In the public domain, cattle were report-
ed to be a nuisance to motorists and a
cause of accidents. Residents said that
some of the cattle hit by cars are whisked
away by butchers, who sell the meattothe
public (in violation of urban health regula-
tions).

It is noteworthy that none of the medical
oractitioners interviewed mentioned the
presence of cattle as a significant health
risk. The prevalent diseases - dysentery,
infections of the upper respiratory tract,
tuberculosis and sexually-transmitted dis-
eases - are not related to a cattle environ-
ment. However, all practitioners said that
the cattle were a serious cause of acci-
dents. This point was also emphasised by
the Chitungwiza police, who recorded a
high level of accidents on the main roads
crossed or travelled by the herds.

Benefits for herders
Residents reported that, during the
199293 drought, herders blocked sewer
mains passing through the pastures, so
that the valleys were flooded with waste
water. Thus, green pasture and drinking
water were available in the urban area dur-
ing the drought. As a result, the cattle in

town survived, whereas many cattle in
rural areas perished.

Since then, the herders continue to take
advantage of the sewage water. Residents
fear for their health, since the untreated
water could be a source of disease. The
health of animals drinking such water is
also questionable. Nevertheless, the avail-

Mutual benefits possible
Presence of cattle in the city can be made
more desirable if the conflicts they cause
related to destruction of property, traffic
accidents and general nuisance can be
reduced. (The health issue does not
appear to be of great importance.) lf mech-
anisms can be developed to deal with

Tabte l: What can be done about the cattle in town?

Option

Encowrage owners to tend their herds
lmpound caltle and fine owners
' Erect barrier around the town
Provide paddocks for the herds

Relocate owners away trom town or provide altemative pastures
Provide residents with fences

Other
No suggestions

Numberot .
respondents
who mentioned it

u
28
19
1 7
15
2
I
4

ability of the sewage water is clearly of
great benefit to the cattle owners.

According to experience in Harare
(University of Zimbabwe 1993), treated
sewage effluent (after complete oxidation)
is safe for irrigating pasture. For
Chitungwiza the issue could be one of
designing a sewage system that makes
purified effluent available to irrigate the val-
leys. This will come about only if the town
council and the urban residents see a
direct benefit from and/or are involved in
cattle keeping in the city.

There are already indications that at
least some residents do benefit from the
cattle. Respondees speculated that some
councillors are stakeholders in the cattle
issue and have therefore not invoked the
by-laws. Moreover, some residents hire
cattle to plough their urban plots.

Should cattle be banned?
Only 19% of the residents felt that cattle
should continue to be allowed to graze city
pastures as they have until now. Some of
the suggestions on how to deal with the
cattle problem are shown in Table 1.

Corrective measures suggested includ-
ed providing alternative pastures for the
rural owners to graze their livestock. This
suggestion, as well as the one to ban cat-
tle entirely from town, shows that the laws
that orohibit cattle in urban settlements do
reflect the opinion of many residents.
However, thus far, use of laws and forceful
methods by urban authorities has obvious-
ly failed to solve the problem. A more
promising approach would be one also
suggested by several residents inter-
viewed: to reach agreed modes of conduct
through dialogue between the cattle own-
ers and the city.

these issues, particularly if the residents
themselves are involved, then cattle hus-
bandry at close quarters could indeed be
encouraged.

Use of waste water could be a starting
point for collaboration between the city and
the livestock keepers. The presence of cat-
tle in the dry season on the areas where
the residents grow maize in the wet sea-
son could be of advantage to the latter, as
the fields are fertilised by the cattle. Ways
must be sought of bringing together these
different users of the "city commons" so
that they can reach mutually acceptable
agreements.

This initial study has pointed to paths
which could be explored to reduce conflict
and increase complementarity in the use
of urban resources for cultivation and live-
stock-keeping. The next step will be to
investigate the profiles of the cattle owners
and to hear also their views about how
agreements could be reached. We hope to
find out the extent to which urban cultiva-
tors hire cattle for draft power and make
arrangements to obtain manure for their
plots. This may also help to explain the
continued presence of cattle in town.

T

Beacon Mbiba, Dept of Rural and Urban Planning,
University ol Zimbabwe, PO Box MP167, Mt

Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe

Reference
- University of Zimbabwe. 1993. Proceedings of a
one.day seminar on urban agriculture in
Zimbabwe, 24 June 1993, Harare. Dept ot Rural and
Urban Planning, University of Zimbabwe.
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Landless livestock keepers
What is a landless livestock keeper?
Near cities there are industrial dairy
or tattening units with nert to no land
but with high capital inp,ttl tr,
doubttul sustainability, as manure
disposal creates problems. But here
Bob Orskov writes about a much
Iarger group: the landless poor who
keep animals in cities or intensive
cropping areas.

Bob Orskov

nlike their rural counterparts, land-
less livestock keepers living in and
near cities are generally cash

oriented. Many of them are women assist-
ed by children in collecting feed. The ani-
mals are usually small, such as chickens,
ducks, sheep, goats, rabbits or pigs. Large
animals concentrate the risks of the land-
less, whereas small animals spread risks
(Orskov 1994). Urban people with a
secure job may invest in a few large milk
animals. Those without other security go
for several smaller ones or keep large
cows owned by others, with a Vpe ol
share-cropping arrangement.

Varied products
Products in very high demand in cities are
milk products: fresh or sour milk, ghee,
cheese, curds, dried products. Poultry are
generally sold alive at the roadside or mar-
ketplace. Eggs are also easily sold: Goats
and sheep are sold alive to butchers or to
families for religious or family festivities. A
few beef cattle may be fattened for 3-6
months before selling. Cattle and donkeys
also provide transport and draught power.

Animals also give the landless some
security in the form of a savings bank.
Many owners of sheep or goats sell them
not at a given age but when cash is need-
ed. Without land where they could use it
themselves, they also sell manure as fuel
or fertiliser. In areas like lndonesia,
manwe mixed with uneaten residues
brings a large part of the cash generated
by animals.

Foraging for feed
Cattle, sheep and goats are often kept at
the dwelling and the feed carried to them:
grass cut at roadsides and other public
places, branches from roadside trees.
During the day, the animals are sometimes
grazed on roadsides or land hired from
croppers. In Indonesia, duck flocks may
graze otherfarmers' paddy fields after har-
vest. Sometimes owners of coconut trees
prefer to have the undergrowth grazed
both to profit from deposited manure and
to ensure that dry grass does not become
a fire hazard. They even allow grazing

without payment, as coconut yields have
been shown to increase as a result of graz-
ing below.

Agroindustrial byproducts such as brew-
ers grains are fed to pigs, poultry and milk
animals. Residues such as banana, yam
and cassava peels are often collected from
other houses to feed to sheep and goats.
Household wastes go to pigs and poultry.
People rrear sugar plantations can buy
sugarcane tops as feed or get them in par-
tial payment for labour.

Landless livestock convert materials
with little or no alternative value into sale-
able products, and provide some security
to their owners. But these people have
received little attention by government
research and extension services, and only
in recent years have international donors
begun to recognise their important role.

Ruratlandless
Particularly in India, Bangladesh and
Pakistan, there are many landless live-
stock keepers in rural areas. They are gen-
erally the poorest people, having been
forced by debt to sell their small pieces of
land. Family disasters and unscrupulous
money lenders wanting exorbitant interest
added to their misery. Compared to the
urban landless, the rural landless have
less security. Their first consideration is
family support (Orskov & Viglizzo 1994).
They sell products in rural areas at what-
ever price they can get. Some owners of
small cattle hire out themselves and their
cattle to do cropping and transport workfor
nearby farmers, in return for some crop
residues as feed.

Cattle of landless farmerc grazing under coconut
trees ln Sri Lanka. Coconut ylelds have been
ahown to increase as a rcsun ol gnzing below.

Out of the poverty trap
The rural landless are a highly vulnerable
group and often exploited by landowning
villagers. In Bangladesh and India they
make up about one third of the rural popu-
lation. Like their urban counterparts, they
receive little or no attention from extension
services. lt is no wonder that, when the
Grameen Bank started in Bangladesh with
the aim of lending only to the poorest of the
poor, these were almost all landless farm-
ers and 80% were women. The more than
95% repayment rate surprised even the
most optimistic. Size of loan is about 970
and many loans are given to obtain small
livestock such as goats, chickens or rab-
bits.

This banking system is growing and has
helped many landless farmers out of the
poverty trap. Small groups of 5-6 women
provide assurance for the loan, ie, the
group serves as collateral. The bank is
now also helping develop technologies
suitable for the rural landless.

Ways ahead
The primary need of small livestock keep-
ers in and near cities is organisation, so
that their products can reach urban mar-
kets in a condition comoarable to that of
imported goods, eg. milk powder, cheese,
meat. Such organisations could help
arrange transport to market and standar-
dise products.

However, the members should be
encouraged to sell their own products
which are so many and varied, particularly
with respect to milk. What is more delicious
than buffalo curd in Sri Lanka? Yetthe milk
is being collected, dried and sold as milk
powder by a multinational firm, which can
control milk prices. Urban farmers who
specialise in local delicacies will not sutfer
unfair competition f rom multinationals.

The need of many landless rural live-
stock keepers is to get out of the poverty
trap. While there is no one solution, the
best I have seen is the Grameen Bank
approach. Landless livestock keepers
need to be recognised by government ser-
vices as an underutilised human resource
which, given good advice and support,
could generate food not only for them-
selves but also a surplus for sale.

I

Bob errskov, Rowett Research Institute. Greenbum
Rd, Bucksbum, Aberdeen AB2 9SB. UK.

Relercnces
- @rskov ER & Viglizzo EF. 1994. The role of live.
stock In spreadlng farmers rlsk: a new paradigm
lor animaf science. Outlookon Agiculturc2Si g1-9.
- Orskov ER. 1994. Reality in rural development
aid with emphasls on llvestock. Rowett Research
Services, Aberdeen, UK.
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Ateh Eugene

ince 1982. HPI and the lnstitute of
Zootechnical Research in
Bamenda, the capital city of

Northwest Province, have been training
farmers to keep rabbits. There are now
about 2000 rabbit farmers in and around
Bamenda. Through the courses, exten-
sion by staff and farmers, field days, small
agricultural shows and individual and vil-
lage competitions, knowledge and skills in
rabbit keeping are spreading rapidly. Each
trained larmer receives rabbits from HPI
on loan and is obliged to "pass on the gift"
by giving some offspring to newly trained
farmers and by helping advise them.

Why rabbits?
Raising rabbitS offers numerous advan-
tages for both urban and rural dwellers with
limited resources, including:
'Prolificity. Rabbits have a very shon

gestation period (27-33 days) and can
rebreed immediately after giving birth. A
breeding doe (female), if well managed
under simple conditions, can produce at
least 5 litters/year with an average of 6
kits/litter, ie, 30 kits/doelyear. With 15%
mortality at most, about 25 of the kits will
reach maturity. A 6-person family with
only 3 does can thus easily eat 4 rabbits
of 3 kg each per month and still have
some left to sell.

' Nutritional qualities. Rabbit meat is tas-
ty and nutritious. lt is low in fat, sodium
and cholesterol compared to other com-
mon meats and is a rich source of protein,
energy, minerals and vitamins (Lukefahr
1992). Because of its relatively small
size, a rabbit can provide enough meat
lor one or two family meals, so that stor-
age facilities, such as refrigeration, are
not needed.

'Efficient use of forage. Rabbits convert
feed efficiently into meat and can con-
sume a wide range of feeds. Unlike poul-
try and pigs, they do not compete with
humans for food, as they can eat kitchen
leftovers, weeds and farm byproducts. In
Bamenda, where mean annual rainfall is
2500 mm and mean daily temperature
20'C, a small 25x25 m plot of Brachiaria
and Guatemala (fodder grasses) planted
beside the rabbitry can greatly reduce the
labour involved in seeking green fodder,
especially in the dry season. For optimal
rabbit growth and reproduction, the
leaves should be supplemented with con-
centrates. Costs for these can be
reduced by mixing simple on-farm sup-
plements with residues of maize, soy-
bean and rice crops, byproducts such as
bone. and salt.

U

E

Rabbitst small animals
for small spaces

Rabbits are productive and
easy-to-keep animals that can

recycle grasses and crop
wastes into high-quality

protein. Backyard rabbit-
keeping requires little space
and lew external inputs. As
Ateh Eugene explains, for

these reasans and more, Heifer
Project International (HPI) is
promoting rabbit-keeping in

Cameroon.

'Integration. Rabbits can be integrated
with crops and other small animals. Not
only do rabbits eat crop residues, their
droppings and urine provide manure for
crops, thus reducing the need for pur-
chased fertilisers. According to a survey
by the HPI Cameroon staff (Nuwanyakpa
1993), rabbits and guinea pigs comple-
ment each other. Guinea pigs kept on the
floors of rabbit houses scavenge on
scraps of forage which drop from rabbit
cages, thus helping to keep the house
clean. The sounds and odourofthe guinea
pigs also keep rats away.

'Flexible management. Rabbits are eas-
ily managed by women, children, dis-
abled and the aged, whereas large ani-
mals require strength to restrain them.
Herd size can be adjuSted to the available
space, feed and labour. Small animals
like rabbits can readily be sold when the
family needs cash, and thus serve as a
"living saving accounts".

'Low-cost system. Rabbit keeping does
not require much capital for investment
and maintenance. Simple hutches with
cheap feeders and drinkers can be con-
structed with bamboo or planks. As little
space is needed, most rabbits in town are
kept in the backyard or in abandoned
sheds.

'Easy health care. With good sanitation
and feeding, many rabbit diseases can
be avoided in a small backyard rabbitry.
The rabbit is basically a healthy animal if
the farmercarries out simple measures to
prevent disease. Unlike more common
livestock species, rabbits do not need
routine vaccination or prophylactic drugs
to maintain good health (Lukefahr 1992).

. Many common rabbit diseases can be
controlled by traditional veterinary prac-
tices.

Towns and rabbits
Inadequate food productiqn is a major
problem in Africa, especially in towns. The
small areas of unbuilt land are used, where
possible, for cropping, leaving little room
for large grazing animals. The only food-

producing animal that can be raised in
these circumstances is one that can sur-
vive on cut grasses and byproducts,
requires little space for housing and is
highly productive. These are qualities of
the rabbit.

Not without limitations
Despite the rabbit's promising potential,
there are still some problems related to
nutrition, disease, genetics and high
labour needs. Since much less research
has been done on rabbits than other ani-
mals, little information is available on opti-
mal feeding, breeding, disease prevention
and management systems.

But the future is bright for rabbit keeping.
The increasing research interest should
help solve many current problems of rabbit
producers. Moreover, high-income mar-
kets are opening up, as recognition of the
nutritional qualities leads to marketing of
rabbit meat as a "health food" (Cheek et al
1 982).

I

Beterences
- Cheek PR, Patton NM, Lukelahr SD & McNitt Jl.
1987. Rabbit production. Interstate Printers, PO
Box 50, Danville, lL 61834, USA.
- Lukefahr SD. 1992. The rabbit proiect manual.
Heifer Project International, PO Box 808, Little Rock,
AR 72203, USA.
- Nuwanyakpa M. 1 993. Analysis of a baseline sur-
vey on the incorporation of guinea pig production
within HPucameroon. Bamenda: HPl.

Ateh Eugene, HPI Cameroon Program, PO Box 467,
Bamenda. Cameroon.



Hybrid seed production is
generally the reserve of large-

scale agribusiness, otten to
the detriment of local strains
and smalhscale operations.
lmproved germplasm of both

crops and livestock often
means reliance by developing

countries on imported and
high cost technology.

Producing hybrid cattish in
Vietnam, however, is a smalh
scale family business using a
minimum of resources and
this article describes how

Mrs. Quynh Mai has mastered
the techniques and the

business skills to produce
70 million hybrid catfish

seedlyear in the front room ot
the tamily's home in the

middle of Ho Chi Minh City.

:
-5

o

Fruitful business
Mrs. Quynh Mai produces hybrid catfish
hatchlings in a 18m'front room of the fam-
ily terraced shop house in Ho Chi Minh
City. The broodfish are maintained in a
small series of suburban ponds by her hus-
band who also produces ornamental fish.
Around 1500 kg of female catfish and 200
kg of African catfish are raised on trash fish
and chicken intestines. The females can
be reused 3 to 4 times per year. The ripe,
selected fish are transferred in batches of
up to 30 kg by motorbike from the pond to
the hatchery in simple oxygenated plastic
bags.

The final 'stages of maturation of the
female's eggs are induced by in.jection of
hormones, a combination of dried pituitary
glands and Human Chorionic
Gonadotropin (HCG). Dried pituitary
glands, either of the common carp or chi-
nese silver carp are purchased from with-
in Vietnam (cheaper) or from former East
Block countries whereas the HCG is
imported from the Peoples Republic of
China. The hormones are ground up, dis-
solved in distilled water and administered
as a single injection in the evening which
allows the ripe eggs to be manually
stripped from the fish the following lunch
time. This fits well with Ms. Quynh Mai's
schedule as she returns from her daytime
work at a research institute. Sperm is
obtained from testes removed from a male
African catfish by dissection and the eggs
are fertilised by carefully mixing eggs and
sperm together in a bowl. Normally
between 40 and 50 kg of females are
spawned per time. The number of eggs
produced per female depends on the time

of year. In the early part of the season
(February-April), 1 kg of females will pro-
duce around 5000-7000 hatchlings, but
this rises to over 20,000 later in the sea-
son. A single male wil l produce enough
sperm to fertilise 0.5 kg of eggs.

The hatchery is a series of tiered wood-
en frames holding plastic sheets in the
form of a shallow tank (2 x 1 m, holding
around 200 | water). The fertilised, sticky
eggs are spread in a thin layer on a fine net
panel suspended within the shallow tank
and an electrical aquarium pump moves
water around the eggs during incubation.
400,000 hatchlings can be produced per
tank. Generally a batch of fish is spawned
every two days in 4 tanks producing
around 1.5 mill ion hatchlings to sell. Last
year Ms. Quynh Mai sold between 60-70
mill ion fry.

Nursery operators in another area of Ho
Chi Minh City buy the fry at 3 days post-
hatch to nurse in either concrete tanks or

Catfish course

The Aquaculture Programme ol the Asian
Institute of Technology runs a two week
shortcourse "Catfish in Thailand: ATradition
and Future". For further information, please
contact the Aquaculture Short Qourse Unit,
School of Environment, Resources and
Development, AlT, GPO Box 2754,
Bangkok 10501, Thailand. Fax +662 524
5484,or 3246200. Telex 84276 TH. E-mail:
ascu @ rccvax.ait.ac.th.

Gatfish microhatcheries
in Ho Chi Minh Gity

David C. Little, Pham Anh Tuan
and Nguyen Van Tu

he native Asian catfish Clarias mac-
rocephalus is an important natural
fish in much of Southeast Asia but a

boom in its culture potential really began
with the development in Vietnam of its
hybrid with the African Sharptooth catfish
(Clarias gariepinus) in the early 1980s.
The hybrid progeny shares many of the
physical characteristics with its Asian par-
ent and the growth and culture tolerance of
the exotic fish. Catfish are naturally more
amenable to high density; backyard seed
production than carps and tilapias.
Naturally catfish spawn their sticky eggs in
crevices and around tree roots. The fish do
not require flowing waterto induce them to
spawn or to keep their eggs in motion.
Catfish hatcheries can be much more effi-
cient in using water than carps for
instance, producing large amounts of seed
in only aerated, static water. Moreover, air-
breathing brood catfish can be easily
transported without sophisticated facilities.
Furthermore during the spawning process
itself the fish can be held at very high den-
sity after injections of spawning-inducing
hormones in contrast to the large areas
required for the natural spawning of
mouthbrooding tilapias. This means that
the holding of broodfish, producing and
incubating feftilised eggs and the early
rearing of juveniles can be physically sep-
arate and, often, performed as specialised
activities by different actors.
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Mrs. Quynh Mai in her catfish hatchery. The design
of thetwo-tier hatching trays makes optima! use o!
the limited space.

earthen ponds. Normally 50,000-100,000
are purchased for nursing in concrete
tanks but between 0.5-1 mill ion are bouoht
at one time for stocking in earthen ponls.
Nursery operators initially use the large
zooplankton, Moina, as a first leed before
then feeding them on tubifex worms har-
vested from Saigon River.

Keys to success
A good water source and high standards of
hygiene is the key to predictable success
in this type of operation. Water is obtained
from the chlorinated city supply. Sodium
thiosuiphate (Na2S2Oj at a rate ot7 glms
and aeratlon is used to remove chlorine
before use which would otherwise kill the
eggs. Careful cleaning is made easy bythe
plastic lined tank and this enhances survi-
val. Salt and hypochlorite are used to clean
and sanitise tanks between sets of eggs.
Dead eggs and waste are carefully
siphoned off into a bucket, there is no need
for constantly running water. The materials
used are simple and cheap and no elab-
orate piping or pumps are required. The
shallow tray design facilitates observation
of the developing embryos, enhances the
diffusion of oxygen and appears best for
just hatching catfish larvae. The use of
many small tanks helps to optimise the
supply of breeding flsh with the demand
from nursery operators for fry and having
the hatchery located in the family home
ensures that regular care and attention can
be given and combined with other work.

Mrs. Quynh Mai and her husband are
both fisheries graduates and this probably
gives them a special advantage as hatch-
ery operators. Basic knowledge about
breeding technology and water quality has
probably helped in their attempts to devel-
op and refine their own methods.
Favoured access to new information and
specialised inputs also probably explains
their early adoption. In most cases how-
ever, high returns normally quickly attract
other entrepreneurs and if markets are
available, the technology spreads rapidly
to meet the demand. Government policy,
particularly with respect to dissemination
of information can speed up this process
considerably.

T

Pham Anh Tuan and David C. Litile (ODA, UK),
School of Environment, Resources and
Development, Asian lnstitute of Technology, GpO
gox2754, Bangkok 10501, Thai land.

Nguyen Van Tu, University of Forestry, Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam.

Growing walls
lf you have too little space on the ground to
grow vegetables, then why not make
space in the walls? In Botswana, acontain-
er gardening system has been developed
based on walls with built-in groMh boxes
made of hollow concrete blocks. These
blocks are made using a simple, hand-
operated machine. With such a machine,
two persons can make 100 blocks per day.
When the wall is built, some of the blocks
are turned sideways and the protruding
hollow part is provided with a floor and a
hole for drainage. These containers are
filled with sand on top of a layer of manure.

The wallcontainers can then be used for
producing various types of vegetables
such as spinach, beans, tomatoes, leek,
garlic and pepper. Based on local market
prices in Botswana, it has been calculated
that one square meter of wall with g con-

tainers can produce enough vegetables to
recover the costs of building the wall
already within one year.

The containers can be arranged in vari-
ous patterns, and the wall can have con-
tainers on one or both sides. Using such
"growing walls" not only around com-
pounds but also for the outer walls of hous-
es would be an interesting possibility for
low-income fiousing development.

For more intormation, write to the Louise Akesson,
Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA),
Birger Jadsgaten 61, S-10525 Stockhotm, Sweden,
and ask for The productive homestead bv Uno
Winblad. This is a 21-page report (free of c-harge) on
a | 992 sludy tour tb examine the 'growing walls,' plus
several other innovations for space-saving food pro-
duc{ion developed by Gus Nilsson in Botswana.

I
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This time we have two Top 5
lists, one on urban agriculture
by Luc Mougeot ot the
I nternational Deve I op m ent
Besearch Center (IBDC), which
has been promoting city farm-
ing tor many years, and one on
home gardening trom Bobin
Marsh of the Asian Vegetable
Besearch and Development
Center (AVRDC).

Urban Agriculture

-1-
Urban Agriculture: food, jobs
and sustainable cities by Jac
Smit, Annu Ratta and Joe Nasr.
Urban Agriculture Network, for
the Urban Agriculture Program of
UNDP, New York (in press).
Comprehensive overview of urban
agriculture worldwide: the farm-
ing systems, who the farmers are,
where city farming takes place,
and the history and current status
of urban agriculture. Analyses
benefits, constraints and prob-
lems, making extensive use oJ
case studies and research results.

-2-
Urban food production and the
cooking fuel situalion in urban
Kenya: results of a 1985 national
survey by Diana Lee-Smith,
Mutsembi Manundu, Davinder
Lamba & Kuria Gathuru. 1987.
Mazingira lnstitute, Nairobi.
The first known national survey in
Africa on socioeconomic traits of
urban farmers, urban systems of
crop and livestock production
(including fish and bees), urban
charcoal oroduction and con-
sumption and other fuel sources.
Covered 1576 households in six
cities.

-3-
A city of farmers: informal urban
agriculture in the open spaces of
Nairobi, Kenya by Donald
Freeman. 1991 . McGill/Queen s
University Press, Montreal and
Kingston, Canada.
Complementing the Mazingira
study, a 1 987 survey in Nairobi
compares 618 inner-city and sub-
urban cultivators, discusses land
ownershio issues. women's role
and the significance of open-space
city farming for urban families, the
communitv and the nation.

-4-
Gities feeding people: an exam-
ination ol urban agricullure in
Easl Africa by Axumite Egziabher,
Diana Lee-Smith, Daniel Maxwell,
Pyar Ali Memon, Luc Mougeot
and Camillus Sawio. 1994. 146 o.
IDRC, P0 Box 8500, 0ttawa,
0ntario K1 G 3H9, Canada.
First book assembling studies on
farming in East African cities (Dar
es Salaam, Kampala, Nairobi,
Addis Ababa), providing evidence
of the imoortance of urban food
production for both income and
consumption, and the dominant
role of women.

-5-
L'agriculture urbaine i Lom6:
approches agronomiques et
socio6conomiques by Christine
Schilter. 1991. 334 p. Kadhala,
Paris.
Describes horticulture as oart of
the subsistence and survival strat-
egies of people living in Lom6,
Togo: characteristics and systems
of urban farming, land issues,
vegetable growers organisation
and economic aspects. Includes a
comprehensive list of suitable
crops and cultivation techniques
for urban farming.

Home Gardening
-1-

Home gardening in South Asia:
the complete handbook by
Aminuzaman Talukder, Nael
lslam, Rolf Klemm and Maftin
Bloem. 1993. 109 o. Helen Kel ler
International, House 40A, Road
14A. Dhanmondi R/A. Dhaka-
1209, Bangladesh; or HKl, 90
Washington St, New York, NY
10006, usA.
Step-by-step guide in easy
English, with detailed illustrations
on nutritional, organisational and
technical aspects of home gar-
dening by the rural poor. Gives
answers to over 30 questions,
including: Why do women play an
important role? Why do we need
to produce seed in the homegar-
den? Why do we need monitoring?
Techniques recommended for fer-
til isation and pest control are
based on low-cos| locally avail-
able materials. Includes a crop
calendar for common vegetables

and fruits, and a table of vegetable
production practices. Useful for
training English-reading extension
w0rKers.

-2-
A primer on vegetable gardening
by RL Villareal, S Shanmugasun-
daram and ML Chadha. AVRDC.
P0 Box 205, Taipei 10099,
Taiwan.1993.213 o.
Richly il lustrated book meant for
teachers, schoolchildren and fam-
ilies involved in vegetable garden-
ing worldwide. Crops and tech-.
niques are especially relevant for
bio-intensive gardening on very
small olots.

-3-
The bio-intensive approach lo
small-scale household lood pro-
duction. 1 993. International

I nstitute of Rural Reconstruction,
Rm 38 Elena Apts, 512 R Salas St,
Ermita, Manila, Philippines.
Kit developed for trainers, devel-
opment workers, school teachers
and environmental educators to
teach the basics of bio-intensive,
chemical-f ree vegetable gardening
through text, examples and draw-
ings. Includes 8 units: introduc-
tion; starting a bio-intensive gar-
den (BlG);soil management; seed
and seedling management; crop
management; pest management;
handling produce; and nutritional
dimensions of BlG. Second edition
of the 1987 kit, which has been
translated or adapted in numerous
Asian countries.

-4-
Household gardening projecls in
Asia: pasl experience and future

.ORGANISATIONS & NETWORKS.

AVRDC (Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center). See box
on page 18.

DCFRN (Developing Countries Farm Radio Network),40 Dundas StW,
Box 12, Suite 2278, Toronto, Ontario MSG 2C2, Canada (fax +"1 -41 6-
5933752) distributes f ree radio scripts on simple, low-cost techniques
of food production. lt offers several 6-8 minute scripts on city farming
such as Grow food in the ci\, Profit from raising rabbits in.the city,
Farm in a boxand Grow food cheaply bythe roadsldein English, French
and Spanish.

H0RTI (Horticulture Research and Training Institute), P0 Box 8182,
Arusha, Tanzania. Contact: Ingrid Lewis. Promotes research, training
and information f low about indigenous vegetable growing, processing
and post-harvest handling, and helps set up vegetable production
networks in African countries.

IDRC (lnternational Development Research Centre), P0 80x 8500,
0ttawa, 0ntario K1G 3H9, Canada. Contact: Luc Mougeot,
Environment and Natural Resources Division. IDRC is a leading inter-
national agency in supporting research on urban food systemi in the
South^ Since '1976 it has funded 49 prolects totalling Can $ 6.4 million,
including experimentation with techniques for re-using urban waste by
urban farming, support to community and group initiatives, and ana-
lyses of urban food consumption and distribution.

llRR (lnternational Institute of Rural Reconstruction), Silang, Cavite
4118, Philippines. Promotes regenerative agriculture, agroforestry
and bio-intensive gardening. Offers various training courses and
publishes regular newsletter and the journal Rural Reconstruction
Review as well as practically-oriented docu ments.

NRI (Natural Resources Institute), Chatham Maritime, Chatham, Kent
ME4 4TB, UK. Increasingly involved in research into urban and periur-
ban agriculture, eg. in Tanzania in collaboration with the Dar es Salaam
Sustainable Cities Programme.

TUAN (The Urban Agriculture Network). See article on page 19.
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direclions by David Midmore,
Vera Nifrez and Ramesh
Venkataraman. AVRDC Technical
Bul let in 19. 1991. AVRDC, P0 Box
205, Taipei 10099, Taiwan. 28 p.
Concise repoft based on a worK-
shop organised by AVRDC and
UPWARD (User's Perspective
with Agricultural Research and
Development). Explains the
impofiance of home gardening
for food production, especially by
landless and near-landless rural
groups and urban slum dwellers.
Presents several examoles of suc-
cessful projects: CARE in
Bangladesh, l lRR Famity Food
Production Program in the
Philippines, social marketing in
Thailand. Recommends greater
policy support for home garden-
ing with a multidisciplinary (agri-
culture, health, education, econ-
omic planning) approach.

-5-
Homegarden systems: agricultu-
ral characterislics and challen-
ges by lnge Hoogerbrugge and
Louise Fresco. Gatekeeper Series
30. 1993. 21 pp. l lED, 3 Endsteigh
St,  London WC1 H 0DD, UK.
Based on an extensive literature
review, this booklet emohasises
the highly diverse and dynamic
nature of tropical homegardens in
response to changing demo-
graphic and socioeconomic con-
ditions. Topics covered include:
defining homegardens, labour
inputs, crop species and varieties,
cultu ral practices, outputs,
research and policy agendas. The
authors call for more agronomic
research on homegarden systems
and more policy attention to key
constraints on productivity.

African gardens and orchards:
growing vegetables and fruits by
H Dupriez and P de Leener. 1 989.
Also available in French (1987).
Land and Life (Terres et Vie), Rue
Laurent Delvaux 13, B-1400
Nivel les, Belgium. London:
Macmillan. 333 p.
Useful manual about vegetable
and fruit growing in African gar-
dens. Deals mainly with produc-
tion techniques such as pest con-
trol, fertil ising the soil and choos-
ing good seed. Includes informa-

tion on the environment and
groMh needs, uses, propagation
methods and cultural practices of
86 plant species.

Tropical homegardens: selected
papers from an international
workshop held al the lnstitute of
Ecology, Padjadjaran University,
Bandung, Indonesia, 2-9
December 1985 edited by
Kathleen Landauer and Marr
Brazil. 1 990. United Nations
University Press, Toho Seimer
Bldg, 15-1 Shibuya 2-chome,
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 1 50, Japan.
257 o.
Part 1 contains several papers
presenting regional overviews of
homegardens in different tropical
regions. Part 2 brings more spe-
cific case studies (eg. homegar-
dens in Java and Ghana) and topi-
cal papers on, eg, the nutritional
value of homegardens. Provides a
good overview of homegardens
worldwide, with an emphasis on
description rather than action.

Food from dryland gardens: an
ecological, nutritional and
social approach to small-scale
household lood production by
David Cleveland and Daniela
Soleri. 1 99 1 . 387 p. Centre for
People, Food and Environment,
344 South Third Ave, Tucson,
Arizona 85701, USA.
Encourages gardens serving local
needs, based on local knowledge,
which conserve natural resources
and the biological diversity of tra-
ditional crops. Written for field-
workers, extensionists, students
and planners, it is both a
beginner's guide and a reference
book for those with more exoeri-
ence (see also ILEIA Newsletter
199211:11-12).

Gity food: crop selection in Third
World cities by lsabelWade,
Urban Resource Systems Inc.,
7834 Buena Vista W, San
Francisco, CA 941 1 7, USA. 54 p.
Practical, il lustrated handbook on
urban farming in developing

countries. Discusses the soecial
conditions for farming in cities,
describes techniques for intensive
production and crop selection,
and gives suggestions for year-
round production planning. The
annex includes tables of growing
requirements of various crops.

Urban farming in Africa: the case
of Kampala, Uganda by Daniel
Maxwell and Samuel Zziwa.1992.
ACTS (African Centre for
Technology Studies) Press, P0
Box 4591 7, Nairobi, Kenya. 74 p.
Explores the role of larming in the
informal sector of Kampala city
and assesses its contribution to
employment, income generation
and city food supply, as well as its
environmental imoact and the
social and legal framework in
which it survives. ldentifies ways
to promote the productive poten-
tial of city farming, and outlines
areas needing policy review.

Tropical and subtropicat vegeta-
ble research and development: a
documenlation on research and
development activities of institu-
tions in Europe edited by S Gura
& P Boie. 1994. 290 p. Avaitabte
free of charge from ATSAF
(Council for International
Agricultural Research), Ellerstr.
50, D-531 1 9 Bonn, Germany (fax
+49-228-984699).
Documents 180 projects in the
fields of vegetable production
systems, botany, breeding, culti-
vation, plant nutrition, plant pro-
tection, postharvest handling,
human nutrition and food secur-
ity, socioeconomics, urban agri-
culture and support to producers,
plus related networks and data-
bases.

The Food Energy Nexus
Programme (1983-1987) of the
United Nations University has
published several reoorts on
urban food production. These can
be ordered (while supplies last)
through UNU/FEN, Bureau 31 1,
Maison des Sciences de
I'Homme, 54 boul Raspail, F-
75270 Paris Cedex 06, France:
Urban agriculture in Asia by YM
Teung. 1985.44 p.
Urban agriculture in lbadan and
Freelown by PM Tricaud. 1987.
45 p.
Urban cultivation in East Africa
by B Sanyal.  1986.75 p.

oJOURNALS.

Appropdate Technology, lT Publications, 105-105 Southampton
Row, London WC1 B 4HH, UK, has focused its most recent issue (Sept
1994) on urban issues, including city farming, eg. as promoted by the
Centre for Studies and Technology in Chile.

Environment and Urbanization, llED-Am6rica Latina, piso 6, Cuerpo
A, Corrientes 2835, 1'193 Buenos Aires, Argentina; and ltED, 3
Endsleigh St, London WClH 0DD, UK, pays increasing attention to
farming, as exemplified in the article "Urban agriculture for sustain-
able cities" by Jac Smit and Joe Nasr in Vot. 4 {2), Oct 1992.

Hunger Notes, World Hunger Education Service, p0 Box 2g056,
Washington, D.C. 20017, USA, produced a special issue on ,,Urban
Food Production - Neglected Resource for Food and Jobs" (ed. lrene
Tinker) in Fall 1992.

IDRC Repods, International Development Research Centre, p0 Box
8500, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3Hg, Canada, brings information about
the work IDRC supports in developing countries. A recent issue (0ct
1993) is devoted to ''Farming in the City: The Rise of Urban
Agriculture". Also available in French: "Agriculture urbaine: des villes-
jardins"in Le CRO| Explore.

International Ag-Sieve, Rodate Institute, 611 Siegfriedale Rd,
Kutztown, PA 1 9530, USA, which focuses on researih in regenerative
agriculture, devoted Volume Vl (1) 1999 to "Home Gardens"and Vl
(2) to "Women in Agriculture", including a feature on city women
farmers. The French version Entre Nous is published in West Africa:
BP A237, Thids, S6ndgat.

Unasylva, FA0, Viale delle Terme di Caracalla, t-00100 Rome, ttaly,
focused Vol. 44 (1993/2) on'Urban and Peri-Urban Forestrf , with exam-
ples from China, USA, Mexico, Czechoslovakia and subsaharan Africa.
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KEEP tING

Dung beetles will be rolling up the lhemes ogoin. When we publish o Newsletter on o certqin theme,
we hope lhot reoders will digest if so thot new ideos con emerge. ln this section "Keep Rolling" you hove

o chonce io presenf further informotion obout themes highlighted in previous issues,

thus giving still more food for thought and action.

Gonservation

I n mid-1991 the Kenya Indigenous
! Forest Conservation Programme (KlF-
f CON), a joint initiative between the
Kenyan and British governments, selected
several forest areas, including the
Kakamega forest in western Kenya, to
develop and test a series of management
scenarios for natural forest conseruation.
Work in Kakamega focused on ways to
improve natural forest conservation
through close consultation and involve-
ment with the Forest Department, Kenya
Wildlife Service, district administrators,
politicians, councillors and farm families
living beside the forest.

Through involving local people in man- .
agement, it was hoped that pressure
would be taken off the natural forest, pro-
viding project staff with time to introduce a
sustainable forest management structure
and to do long-term planning for the forest
reserue area and approximately 15,000
households depending on the forest.
Household size (defined as those persons
sharing the same evening meal) in the pro-
ject area ranges from 4-6 members to 16-.|8 members with a mean range of 7-9
members. Land holdings per household
are small, wilh a mean range of 1-3 acres
(0.4-1.2 ha). Although the area has a
favourable climate with high rainfall (2000
mm per annum) and high temperatures
(mean maximum of 27.7'C), creating
impressive tree and crop growth rates, soil
fertility is declining due to heavy leaching
and poor land husbandry practices. As a
result, the area suffers from a food deficit
(the "hungry season") between lale
February and late June each year.

Households beside the forest depend
for up to 75% of their daily needs on the for-

and market development
Farmer participation in developing and spreading sustainable agricultural practices has been central to many articles in
previous theme issues of the ILEIA Newsletter. In this article on a project in western Kenya, Hugh Gibbon argues that
experimentation with developing market opportunities should be integrated into such an approach.

Hugh Gibbon est reserve area (Emerton 1992). The pro-
ject therefore aimed at finding effective
ways to involve the communities in sus-
tainable forest use. However, partly due to
low progress with this approach, the pro-
ject also looked at options for income gen-
eration outside the forest. Little was to gain
from awareness raising and conservation
education initiatives without being able to
offer some practical alternatives for
income generation. One of the most prom-
ising alternatives appeared to be hofticul-
ture using organic farming methods. This
article analyses farmer response and
farmer assessment of the new ideas and
methods, as well as farmer-to-farmer train-
ing and experimentation as key methods
to introduce these.

While farmers from dillerent villages selected a
number of different crops, the prciect undertook a
market survey in nearby centres and towns to
seek outlets for the expected farm produce.

I

Encouraging farmers
In October 1993 KIFCON decided to fund
a six-month intensive agricultural develop-
ment initiative with selected farmers
around the Kakamega forest in order to
develop income-generating alternatives to
the traditional forest-focused activities in
which they were engaged. Together with
the Kenya Institute of Organic Farming
(KIOF), the Association for Better Land
Husbandry (ABLH) and the forest-adja-
cent farmers, a strategy was developed
with the following components (Cheatle &
Nekesa 1993):
. awareness creation and training to

enable farmers to intensify production
through conservation (organic) farming

. a focus on crops farmers were familiar
with and systems of production that built
on what was already practised

. investigation and pilot testing of market
opportunities for horticultural crops

. action to strengthen and support self-
help farmer groups and networking

. participatory development with an
emphasis on self-help.

By November 1993 four villages had been
selected as sites for a one-week on-farm
training in organic farming methods. Six
self-help farmer groups participated in this
activity, which involved some 277 individu-
als. More than half of these were women.
Although the groups existed when the pro-
iect started, none were involved in conser-
vation farming. The course focused on the
principles and practices of soil and water
conservation, compost making, animal
husbandry, soil cultivation, planting
systems, nursery establishment, crop pro-
duction, agroforestry and .beekeeping,
water harvesting and farm layout and
design. Demonstrations were held on
farms previously selected by the villagers
at each of the six training sites.
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Many of the farmers had no formal
schooling, but response to the one-week
awareness creation and training was pos-
itive in all groups and led to an agreement
for a second on-the-job training to be
organised by KIFCON and KIOF on a cost-
sharing basis with farmers in the four vil-
lages. This training involved placing a
"conservation farming promoter" in each of
the four villages for a period of three
months from January to March 'l 994.
Accommodation and water were provided
by the vil lagers, while KIFCON paid the
salaries and field allowances for the pro-
moters (two female, two male). During this
three-month period, the costs of seed and
planting material, stationary for record
keeping and farmer-to-farmer exchange
visits were met by the project. The KIF-
CON agriculturalist and village oromoters
introduced two new trial crops in order to
focus farmers' learning during the three-
month suppod period. These were carrots
and pineapples.

Experimenting
By the end of March 1994 it was clear that
many farmers had adopted some of the
new soil preparation techniques and had
planted out both carrots and pineapples in
double-dug beds and compost trenches.
More importantly, farmers saw vegetable
production as an income-generating
enterprise and started to experiment fur-
ther. Some tried other crops. They asked
the project to supply them with seeds of
various kales, cabbages, lettuces, spin-
aches, onions and tomatoes. For the first
crop the project met the cost of purchasing
the seeds, but for following crops, farmers
took the initiative and either ourchased the
seed directly from suppliers or paid for
seed supplied through the project office.

While farmers from different villages
selected a number of different crops, the
project undertook a market survey in near-
by centres and towns to seek outlets forthe
expected farm produce. The market sur-
vey findings were discussed with each
self-help group and allwere encouraged to
start a marketing sub-group. Some of
these groups, but not all, are now very
active.

Farmers soon also started to experiment
with nursery establishment methods such
as a moveable nursery seed bed to avoid
chicken damage, cropping. techniques
such as an adapted "mandala garden" to
reduce soil erosion on sloping land and
crop varieties specifically for marketing.
More than half of the farmers who had
received the original training inputs from
the project had begun their own on-farm
research and experimentation by early
Ao r i l 1994 .

Evaluation and responses
Using a team of 12 private and public sec-
tor professionals from the Organic Matter
Management Network (OMMN), a project
of the ABLH working with farmers to pro-

mote better land husbandry, a one-week
participatory evaluation was undertaken in
late March. Although farmers were not
members of the "core" team, this evalua-
tion had two objectives: to give an "outsid-
ers" assessment of the project as well as to
support farmers to evaluate the activities
themselves and to move on from there.
The methodology was as follows. Four
days were spent visiting self-help groups
and individual farmers using PRA meth-
ods, discussing notes and records of farm-
ers and promoters, and studying third-par-
ty reports of interest and adoption. Two
days were allocated for writing up and
agreeing on the report.

Successful strategy
The evaluation found a high initial rate of
adoption of organic conservation practic-
es, particularly of recycling methods.
Farmers had become more aware of the
links between conservation practices, pro-
duction and marketing within the farm
enterprise. Kitchen gardening, which was
ode of the main thrusts for on-farm diver-
sification and food security, had been
accepted. Farmers had put considerable
labour and some financial investment into
new crops. In general, farmers' commit-
ment and self-help activities had been
stimulated (OMMN/Kl FCON 1 994).

There is no doubt that three key ele-
ments of the project's strategy have con-
tributed to this: the linking of conservation
practices, production and marketing, the
strong participatory training and experi-
mentation approach, and the collaboration
with larmer groups rather than individuals.
We learned that the project needs a high
level of flexibility to implement this strategy
successfully. A farming systems perspec-
tive needs to be maintained, including
socioeconomic aspects, to be able to iden-
tify important problem areas in time. In the
end, not all groups were equally effective.
Reasons for group strength or weakness

were not always understood. This needs
further investigation so that action to stim-
ulate group activity can be properly target-
ed in future.

Facing the future
As a result of a six-month intensive inter-
vention developed with the active involve-
ment of the farmers in four villages around
Kakamega forest, six self-help conserva-
tion farming groups have become remark-
ably successful in a very shon time. Two of
these groups are now starting to train oth-
er farmers from self-help groups living
beyond the originally identified project
area on their own initiative. Perhaps the
greatest challenge for these farmer groups
now is to develop marketing and manage-
ment skills which will ensure that, as horti-
cultural production increases, suitable
transport arrangements can be made and
regular buyers found, to sustain their initial
enthusiasm and success.

It is too early to assess the impact this all
has in reducing the pressure on the
Kakamega forest, the project's ultimate
objective. At meetings and during the eval-
uation farmers are, however, beginning to
compare the results of the new activities in
terms of money with the rewards of tree
cutting and charcoal burning. The critical
question is whether such pockets of
change will eventually influence behaviour
in other vil lages.

References
- Cheatle RJ & Nekesa P. 1 993. First identification
ot work with tarmers to promote agricultural
development. KIFCON internal document.
- Emerton L. 1992. Utilisation of Kakamega Forest
Beserve by adiacent households. KIFCON internal
document.
- OMMN/KIFCON. 1994. Participatory evatuation of
work with self-help groups to promote conserva-
tion farming. KIFCON internal document

Hugh Gibbon, PO Box 1233, Kakamega, Kenya.
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Duckweed aquaculture: a new
aquatic farming system
by P Skillicorn, W Spira and
W Journey. 1993. World Bank,
1818 H St NW, Washington, D.C.
20433, USA. 76 p. ISBN 0 8213
2067 X. U$ 6.95. Agribookstore,
Winrock lnternational, 161 1
North Kent St, Arlington, VA
22209-2134,U54.
Duckweed species, small floating
aquatic plants covering stagnant
water sudaces, are found world-
wide. Few people realise their
unique properties, such as their
phenomenal growth rate, high
protein content, ability to clean
wastewater and to thrive in fresh
as well as brackish water. This
study summarises the current
knowledge about the biology of
duckweed. Based on findings in
an experimental fish-farming pro-
gramme in Bangladesh, the econ-
omics of duckweed farming and
duckweed-fed fish production are

examined. Duckweed can also be
used for stripping nutrients from
wastewater, with high efficiency
and at low cost compared to con-
ventional treatment systems.
Other potential uses are also
examined:for poultry and animal
feeding, as a mineral sink on
waterlogged salinised soils, and
for human nutrition, in view of
their high protein and vitamin A
content. (WB)

Grop protection and sustainable
agriculture by DJ Chadwick and
J Marsh (eds). 1993. Ciba
Foundation.285 p. ISBN 0 471
939447 (hbk). US$ 82.50. (Ciba
Foundation Symposium 1 77).
Agribookstore, Winrock
International, 161 1 North Kent St,
Arlington, VA 22209-2134, USA.
The outcome of a symposium
held in India, studying the role
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that crop protection can play in
agricultural sustainability. The
first part of the proceedings is of
a fundamental crop production
and protection background, the
second part deals with crop pro-
tection cases from South-East
Asia, from ditferent angles, but
often concentrating on political
aspects, extension and biotech-
nology. Also addressed is the
important role women play in
taking decisions about crop
protection. All presentations are
reproduced with the ensuing dis-
cussion, a good idea rarely found
anymore in proceedings (which
then become merely collections
of more or less edited papers).
The level ofabstraction makes
this othenruise very informative
and thorough book suitable only
for a well-trained audience. A val-
uable book, but very expensive.
(WB)

Rapid rural appraisal methods
by K Kumar (ed). 1993. World
Bank, 1818 H St NW,
Washington, D.C. 20433, USA.
21 8 p. ISBN 0 821 3 2523 X. US$
1 3.95. Agribookstore, Winrock
International, 1 61 1 North Kent St,
Arlington, VA 22209-21 34, USA.
There has been much discussion
about how to collect data in rural
development projects. Statistical
surveys, using sampling theory,
though "scientifically right",
turned out to be unsatisfactory.
Sampling of an arbitrary, limited
number of units seemed a good
alternative but was not "academi-
cally respectable." This study pro-
vides a very useful overview of
rapid appraisal methods for data
collection, such as key informant
interviews, focus group discus-
sions, group interviews, struc-
tured observation and informal
surveys. The authors argue that
these methods constitute a useful
complement to the use of ran-
dom sampling and structured
q uestio n nai res. Co m ple m entarity
is the message: one needs the
right mix of methods. Eight well-
documented case studies of
development projects and pro-
grammes are presented, illustrat-

ed with many examples. The
study lends itself very wellto be
used as a manual on non-statistF
cal data collection methods. (WB)

les labias by K Alaya, W
Viertmann and T Waibel. 1993.
German Agency for Technical
Cooperation (GTZ), P0 80x5180,
D-65726 Eschborn 1, Germany;
Direction G6n6rale des For€ts
(DGF), Tunis, Tunisia. 192 p.
tsBN 9973 9735 0 X.
Detailed treatment of the tradF
tional water-harvesting system
still employed in Tunisia and
Yemen. ln mountainous areas in
the arid inland of Tunisia, "jes-
sours" have been constructed,
terraces of ravines reinforced
with stones allowing water to
seep through slowly. The "tabias"
are earthen water-retention struc-
tures on flat locations. They are
50-150 m long and some 30 m
wide. Most often, the interior is
used for growing fruit trees.
Lateral openings make the water
flow to lower-situated tabias.
These water-harvestin g struc-
tures are gradually degrading, for
lack of maintenance. A German-
Tunisian development pro-
gramme seeks to revive interest
in these traditional structures and
constructs new ones. A large part
ofthe manual is occupied by con-
struction details. (WB)

Setting research priorities:
lowards eflective larmer-orienl-
ed research byJD Meindertsma
(ed). 1994. Royal Tropical
Institute (KlT), Mauritskade 63,
1092 AD Amsterdam,
Netherlands. 263 p. ISBN 90
6832 084 X. Dft 48.
The outcome of a workshop on
research management organised
by KIT in 1991 . Critically exa-
mines larming systems research
(FSR), in which farmers are given
a voice in agricultural research,
taking KIT's own experiences in
this field as starting point. FSR
has generally shown disappoint-
ing results, but it is argued that it
is not so much the underlying
principles that are at fault, but

rather that implementation is very
complex. The book explores
management techniques to
improve implementation of FSR.
This does not imply a need for
control of the research process,
but for a structured approach that
incorporates local knowledge and
enc0urages participation of stake-
holders. Practical tools for incor-
.porating farmers' participation,
diagnosis of local situations, and
methods for establishing
research priorities are presented.
(WB)

Non-governmenlal organiza-
tions and natural lesources
managemenl in Alrica's pastoral
sector: where to go lrom here? A
synthesis document by M Brown
and K 0'Connor (eds). 1993;
Non-governmental organiza-
tions and natural resources
managemenl: an assessment ol
eighteen Alrican countries by M
Brown M...  [etal i .1993. PVO-
NGO / NRMS Proiect, 1250241n
St NW, Suite 500, Washington,
DC 20037, USA. 76 p; 62 p.
A synthesis document of a USAID
project which studied, together
with llED, the impact of NGO pro-
grammes on natural resource
management (NRM) in Africa's
pastoral sector. A gloomy picture
is given of the current situation of
pastoralism in Africa: dwindling
grazing areas and increasing con-
flicts, as formerly effective com-
mon-property regimes are being
transformed into ooen-access sit-
uations. Most pastoral projects
over the last 20-30 years have
failed because they only concen-
trated on technical approaches to
livestock or rangeland productiv-

ity, leaving out questions of prop-
erty and landuse rights and the
pastoralists' socioeconomic
rationale. There is now more con-
sensus on the logic of extensive
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pastoral production systems in
dryland ecosystems. Pastoralism
is no longer seen as the evil-doer
but as well adapted to an
extremely diff icult environment.
This understanding is now lead-
ing to a new paradigm of range
ecology, where mobility in quest
of good pasture areas is the kev.
It can only be hoped that African
decision-makers will be open to
this new thinking, which implies a
decentralisation of power. The
workshop addressed strengths
and weaknesses of NG0s in
implementing pastoral projects.
Their relatively independent
status would put them in a good
position to act as intermediary
between pastoralists and govern-
ment officials. The report comes
with a separate overview of 18
African countries, where the situ-
ation with regard to NRM is ana-
lysed in politicalterms. Very use-
ful information. (WB)

The new proteclionism: protect-
ing the luture against free trade
by T Lang and C Hines. 1 993.
Earthscan Publications, 120
Pentonville Rd, London N1 gJN,
UK. '184 p. ISBN 1 85383 't65 4.
t  10.95.
Speaks out against free trade (as
exemplified by the GATT ano
NAFIA trade agreements), argu-
menting that this serves only a
narrow range of established inter-
ests and leads to increased
threats to the environment,
uneven spread of development,
and widening gaps between rich
and poor. The fundamental cur-
rent changes to the world trading
system are too all-embracing to
let them take place wholly unchal-
lenged. In this new, emerging
world trade order, national gov-
ernments will have only limited
control about a wide range of
rssues, going well beyond mere
trade matters, but extending to
environmental legislation, social
expenditure and local employ-
ment. The authors plead for a
New Protectionism, protecting
the three E's of economy, equity
and the environment. ln this
system, external trade must be
reduced while protecting and pro-
moting local interests through
reorientation and diversif ication.
The epilogue ought to be read by
those pulling the strings in this
world. Maybe these few pages
would help to change their minds
more than thousands of pages of
well-documented facts and fio-

ures. A small note oJ criticism;
I fail to see what the cover image
has to do with new protection-
ism. (WB)

Wildlife exlension: participatory
conservalion by the Maasai of
Kenya by DJ Berger. 1993.
African Centre for Technology
Studies (ACTS), P0 Box 45917,

Nairobi, Kenya. 193 p. |SBN 9966
41 068 6. US$ 18.
A case study describing a method-
ology for encouraging commu-
nity initiative in nature conserva-
tion in Kenya. This book dears
with the resource-use conflicts
that exist between rural people,
especially pastoralists such as
the Maasai, and conservationists.
By actively involving local popula-
tions in wildlife conservation,
these communities can benefit
from conservation rather than be
threatened by it. The book pro-
vides practical guidelines for
organising community-based
conservation and wildlife man-
agement. Involvement occurs
through the "wildlife extension"
process: a planned series ol par-
ticipatory research and education
activities, which empowered peo-
ple t0 build local instituilons and
enterprises lor wildlife and natu-
ral resource use. (WB)

lndigenous technical knowledge
in larming systems of easlern
Africa: a bibliography by M
Mc0all. 1993. Universitv of

IN

Twente, Technology and
Development Group, P0 Box217,
7500 AE Enschede, Nethertands.
145 p. (Working Paper 67, |SSN
0923 8700).
Up-to-date until 1994, this
bibliography contains over 1 000
references, with keywords but no
abstracts. There is an introducto-
ry chapter on indigenous knowl-
edge, social participation and
research in Eastern Africa. A list
of periodicals, networks ano
other information sources for
indigenous technical knowledge
is included. (WB)

Maldharis ol Saurashtra: a
glimpse into their past and
present by RD Abdi. 1993.57 p.
S.A. 1n 3 Scientist Apt, Hiil Drive
Rd, Bhavnagar 364002, Gujarat,
India.
Deals with various issues related
to nomadic and seminomadic oas-
toralcommunities in Gujarat. This
way of life has often been criti-
cised as leading to environmental
degradation, and is increasingly
under stress. The author oleads
for maintaining such resource
use, that has survived for ages
and that is so heavily based on
knowledge of pasture availability
and the ability to move there at the
right time. The book holds an
interesting historical account of
the - negative - development of
resource availability in Saurashtra,
Gularat. Pastoralists were forced
to recede to unproductive parts,
while much of the land was con-
verted to inigated intensive crop-
ping. With so little acreage now
available for livestock, overgrazing
is unavoidable. (WB)

Pastoral development planning
by J Prior. 1994. Oxtam, 27 4
Banbury Rd, Oxford 0X27DZ,
UK. '150 p. ISBN 0 85598 204 7
(pbk). f 8.95. (0xfam
Development Guidelines g).
Report on a range-management
and erosion-control proiect in
Somaliland. Analyses participato-
ry action rather than describing
speclfic methods. Shows that
pastoralists have their own agen-

da, including elements which
should be supported and those
which are more problematic,
sucn as group egoism. For exam-
ple, by instrumentalising a pro-
ject supported by an outside
NG0, one pastoral group tried to
secure exclusive rights over land
to which a number of groups
have traditional claims. Similarly,
women's rights and poverty alle-
viation may be of high priority for
an NGO, but not for the powedul
among the pastoralists. Indicates
the importance of reducing vul-
nerability of pastoral commu-
nities, increasing the security of
pastoralists' access to pasture
and water, creating alternative
employment, and developing
adaptive social and political strat-
egies rather than technological
solutions. Whereas a small NGO
project can have positive influence
on a local level, replication of
many small projects by NGOs
which form a coalition appears
necessary to have wide impact
and influence government policy.
(AWB)

Will famer participatory
research survive in the interna-
tional agilcultural research cen-
tres? by S Fujisaka. 1994.
International I nstitute for
Environment and Develoomenr
( l lED),3 Endsleigh St,  London
WClH ODD, UK.16 p. ( i lED
Gatekeeper SA44).
Gives a brief historical overuiew of
the approaches of the various
international agricultural research
centres (lARCs). tt is argued,
using evidence from lRRl experi-
ence, that IARCs will continue
concentrating on panicipatory
research in places where national
agricultural research Qentres are
relatively weakly developed, while
gradually moving towards more
basic "strategic" research in areas
where national research is well
developed and capable of carrying
out on-farm research oro-
grammes. There is a serious wor-
ry, though: In the case of lRRl s
research partners, the author sees
a general reluctance of the nation-
al agricultural research centres
(NARCS) to involve farmers until
technologies are "proven". This
means top-down demonstrations
and only lip-seruice to participa-
tion. The challenge, in all those
cases where IARCs
"move upstream", is to increase
effons of NARCs to keep involving
farmers in problem solving. (WB)
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ILEIA continues!
As mentioned in last October's
ILEIA News, the Dutch Ministry of
Development Cooperation (DG lS)
has approved ILEIA's plan of
operation for the coming four
years until January 1 999.

In the past two years, both
ILEIA and the LEISA conceot went
through a process of evaluation.
Through a readers' survey the
activities, information needs and
opinions of the readership of the
ILEIA Newsletter were analysed
(see 93/1, p.35). Opportunities
and constraints for adoption of
LEISA technioues were assessed
by visits to development organ-
isations in the Philippines and
Ghana (see Kessler &
Moolhuijzen, "Field experiences
with LEISA techniques reviewed"
in ILEIA Newsletter 9314,p24-
25). Further, a selected group of
people were interviewed if and
how ILEIA should continue.

Support to research
0ne of the impoftant conclusions
of this evaluation Drocess was
that too little is known about the
potential of ditferent techniques to
influence agricultural develop-
ment in situations with different
economic, ecological and social
conditions. Therefore, in the next
project phase, ILEIA would like to
stimulate and support research
on development of sustainable
agriculture, in which strategies
and techniques are tested using
different levels of external inputs
and contributing to the diversity
and complexity of the farm
system.

Another conclusion was that,
to increase the understanding of
the information disseminated,
ILEIA should concentrate its activ-
ities on three regions with distinct
agroecological and socioecon-
omic features. Therefore, ILEIA
would like to collaborate in a for-
malised way with three networks
of NG0s and research institutes
to support and strengthen paftici-
patory development o{ sustain-
able agricultural systems. ILEIA
will support activities like moni-
toring the development process
and assessment of the socioecon-
omic and ecological impact of the
different technology options.
Exchange of experiences, infor-
mation management and staff
training are activities that could
also be part of the support pro-
gramme. Activities supported by

ILEIA should be part of existing
, development and research pro-
: grammes. A special fund is creat-
, ed to finance activities thatare
, additional to these programmes
: and fit within the obyectives of the
: ILEIA support programme.
, Relations with research
, organisations in the North will be
. strengthened as well, especially to
, obtain theirsupport on method-
: ological problems.
:
: Three regions to focus on
, To better assess the factors that
, rnfluence agricultural develop-
: ment, ILEIA would like to collabo-
: rate with networks in regions with
i widely differing conditions:
, . one region with relatively
: favourable economic and eco-
: logical conditions where
, farmers are trying to decrease
, their dependency on the use
, of agrochemicals;
: r one region with ecologically
, and economically difficult
: conditions where farmers are
' reorienting land use on tradi-
: tional "agri-culture"; and
, . one region with reasonable
, potential where agricultural
, develooment could either
, develop towards more spe-
: cialisation and higher use of
, agrochemicals or towards
. higher integration of different
, farm activities and more effi-
I cient use of local resources.
: From December 1994 until March
i '1995, five missions are planned
: to GhanaiBenin, India,
: Philippines, Kenya and
: Bolivia/Peru to identify potential
, partners. Together with them, a
. participatory diagnosis will be
, executed and concrete plans for
r support will be formulated.

: Continued activities
i The ILEIA Newsletter and other
i ILEIA publications will serve as
, vehicles for exchanging experi-
' ences between the three regions
: and the wider network. The infor-
: mation needs ofthe three net-

works will become imoortant
selection criteria for publishing
experiences and information in
the Newsletter. However, as the
conditions in the three regions
will differ widely and as a good
part of the Newsletter (about
40%) will stil l be focused on gen-
eral information on development
of sustainable agriculture and
experiences from other regions,
we hope that the ILEIA Newsletter
will retain its global orientation
and distribution.

The third issue in '1995 will
present the three regions on
which ILEIA is to focus in the
coming years. More than before,
the Newsletter willtry to provide
comparative and quantitative data
on different agricultural technolo-
gies and development situations.

Apart from supporting the
activities in the three regions,
ILEIA's documentation centre will
continue to collect relevant infor-
mation with a global orientation. lt
will improve its interaction with
other information centres and will
continue to provide information
on available publications on
development of sustainable agri-
culture to the wider oublic.

0rganisation
ILEIA's policy will be determined
by a governing board (Johan
Bouma (chairman), Niels R6ling
and Jaap Hardon). lt delegates its
responsibility for policy, program-
ming and budgeting of research
to a scientific committee, consist-
ing of three members (Jaap
Hardon (chairman), Erik Goewie
and Eric Smaling). Similarly, the
board delegates responsibility for
programming and budgeting of
publications to a editorial commit-
tee, also consisting of three mem-
bers (Niels Rdling (chairman),
Coen van Beuningen and Maria
Ferniindez). The chairmen of both
committees are members of the
governing board.

The prolect staff of ILEIA will
consist of ateam leader (vacan-

: cy), a research coordinator
I (vacancy), a network coordinator
: (Laurens van Veldhuizen, Bertus
: Haverkort), an information team
: (Wietse Bruinsma, Ann Waters-
: Bayer, Coen Reijnties, Carine
, Alders and Wim Hiemstra) and
, three secretaries (Lila Felipie,
, Marika van der Brom and Regina
. Ruane).

: We hope that, in close collabora-
, tion with the networks in the
I regions but also in collaboration
: with the wider network, the ILEIA
, project will be able to enhance
: development of sustainable agri-
, culture and to deepen insight into
: its opportunities and constraints.

: Futule issues
: The first issue of 1995 will be a
, 'Keep Rolling' issue. We are stil l
, looking for articles describing
: experiences with any of subjects
. dealt with in earlier newsletters.
: Your contribution should reach us
: before 15 January 1995 so that
, we have time to discuss the article
: with you.
i The second issue will focus
, on research approaches and
, methodologies for sustainable
: agriculture. To solve current
: dilemmas in sustainable agricul-
I tural development, what are the
, key research themes and ques-
. tions? Which research approach-
i es are necessary and possible to
: address these issues? What is the
, role of farmer-led participatory
i research and what of on-station
, scientist-managed research? How
: to ensure interaction and comple-
, mentarity? How can synergy
. between disciplines be marn-
I tained? How to monitor and evaF
, uate development and research
: work for sustainable agriculture?
r Which issues can be addressed
i by qualitative analysis and which
I need detailed quantitative stud-
' ies? What role can computer
I modelling play and how can it
: interact with participatory analy-
: sis? What forms of institutional
' collaboration are required? Write
: us aboutyour experiences!

,vf vtf,
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]{ETW9RKING is open for (short) contributions from reoders. lf you wish lo osk odvice
from olher reoders, or if you wish io onnounce o workshop or hoining .ourr" o,
if you iust wont io reocr on orticles thot oppeored in the rtilA newsbf,r or orher

hol news items reloted io sustroinoble ogriculfure, pleose wrile.
We moy hove io shorien submitted conhibutions.

Tailor'made Training courses in LErsA and pTD. ETc Netherrands now
offers professionals working in agricultural research or extension in the
tropics one-week LEIsA/PTD courses on an individual basis. The detailed
course c0ntent is determined in consultation with each participant.
py.11q_t!9 week, parricipants wiil be guided step-by-srep in studying
LEISI/PTD literature and audiovisuals setected from the ETC/ILEtA docu-
mentation centre. Costs USD 1200 (board and lodging not included).
Fudher inlolmari0n: ETc Netherrands, Attn: Erik van der werf and Laurens van Verdhuizen,
P0 Box 64, NL-3830 AB Leusden, Netherlands.

The first"Dare-to-Share" Fair on pTD and related participatory
qpproaches to agricultural development, held in Eschborh, Germany, on
20-21 September 1994, has been a great success. In a livelv markei
atmosphere practitioners from G0s, international research ind develoo-
ment agencies, and training institutes as well as private individuals dis-
cussed, exchanged and experienced participatory learnrng approacnes
and methods. In more than 30 stands, organisations and proiects pre_
sented the methods they are working with. Films, slides, posters, books,
role games, theatre improvising, actual application 0f assessment and
planning methods, spontaneous discussion groups _ these and many
more were the forms in which information was exchanged. Everything
thatwas offered and all that happened atthe Fair is being documented.
F'r m.re inf'rmation: Uwe Kievetitz, GTZ Unit 425, p0 Box 51 80, D_65725 Eschb.rn,
Germany.

The 4th International Gonlerence on Trade in 0rganic producls, organ-
ised by IF0AM in cottaboration with BtO FACH and AGOL, wiil be hetd
from 28 February to 2 March 1995 in Wiesbaden, Germany. The confer_
ence offers seminars, workshops and other events to study international
trade. specific attention will be given t0 areas of tension between inter-
ests of consumers and producers in importing and exporting countries.
Themes for discussion incrude: methods to inirease d'emand of increas-
inglroduct ranges, standardisation of production and processing and
GATT. Participants are expected to cover their own expenses.
Possibilities to financially supporl "speakers" f rom developing countries
are being explored.

ldormali0n: AG0L eV, Attn: M. Haccius, Baumschulenweg 1.1, D_64295 Darmstadt,
Germany,

Two important intensive post-Experience Courses will be held at the
lmperial College of the University of London. The first (g-20 Januarv
1995) is on decision tools for pest management. Managers and academ_
ics will learn to take decisions on, eg, designing and implementing inte_
grated pest management (lpM)strategies. The second course is on bio_
logical control of arthropod pests and weeds. parlicipants wiil study in
detail the principles and methods of biological pest control and its iole in
IPM programmes. This is suited for researchers and extensionists, crop
protection staff as weil as NGO fierdstaff working in tropicar as weri as 

'

temperate conditions.

More inlormalion: sally verkaik, continuing Education centre, Rm 55g, shefiield Bldg,
lmperial College, London SW7 2AZ, UK.

Representatives from indigenous groups and organisations from around
the world have formed the Indigenous BiodiverCity Network. The net_
work aims at capitalising on the ecological knowledge of member groups
to influence policy makers, especially the Intergovernmental Com;ittee
on the convention of Biorogicar Diversity. The network invites participa-
tion from indigenous groups working in related issues. 0rganisation of a
meeting to chaft the organisation,s future has been planneo.

F'r m-'re inl.rmation: Alelandro Argumed., Suite 620, i Nicholas St, Ottawa, 0ntario K1N
787 , Canada.

The University of Yucatan, Mexico, has recenily launched a Master of
science course on sustainabre use of Naturir Resources. This 2-vear
course is open for professionals with a relevant degree and 6 years
working experience. The course covers a wide range of subjeits, though
the focus is mostly on biophysical aspects of NRM.

For m0re information: carros Echazaretta G, unidad de posgrado e Investigaci0n FMVZ,
Apdo Postal 4, 1 16 ltzimna, Merida, yucatan. Mexico.

Wanted
ln the review of the booklet lnnovations in Goat Keeping in Humid West
and central Africa. you criticise the recommendation to contror manoe
with lindane, one of the Dirty Dozen chemical pesticides (lLElA
Newsletter 1993/3). We are practitioners in rearing goats and sheep on
our experimentation farms and are facing problems how to treat this and
other diseases in goats and sheep. The same goes for several mites
affecting rabbits. Trials t0 apply a mixture of sulphur and vegetable or
engine oil have proved to be effective only partially. Are there practical
experlences of disease control with more appropriate or natural medi_
cine?

Josefine AndererHirt, Agricurturar Development committee (ADC), p0 Box.r923, rjebu-ode,
0gun State, Nigeria (fax +234-37 -432269\.

Editors'note: ln his book NaturatVeterinary Medicrne, (published by
M.argraf (1990) 183 pp, and avaitabte from CTA p0 Box 380, 6700 AJ
Wageningen, Nethedands) Uly Matzigkeit mentions a number of plants
which can be used to control mange and/or mites (p 44). you could
experiment with those plants available in your area.

There are many simple, local and cost- and energy-effective techniques
of soil and water conservation. Many have evolved through interaciion
with local people, using local skills. We are working now on document_
ing and disseminating in an appropriate form locally available informa_
tion. We are interested to learn 0f other people working to develop such
educational tools and methods. Anyone interested to cbntribute and
share experiences and materials can contact me at the following
address;

Tech Aid, Attn: Prasad Rasal, 21 6 Narayan peth, pune 41 j 030. lndia
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India register
Our colleagues in ETC India
did a terrific job in compiling a
register of Indian organisa-
tions involved in LEISA. A
total of 365 organisations are
described in this 308 page
directory. lt further includes
charts classifying the organi-
sations per activity and field of
expertise and an overview of
problems they encounter in
praitising LEISA. Those who
are in the register receive a
free copy. Anyone else who is
interested may order a copy
from ETC India by sending a
demand draft of Rs 150.-.
Address: ETC India Pvt Ltd,
E-110 Saket ,  New Delh i  110
017 , Ind ia .

).-4-
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Misprint
You have all noticed the
unfortunate misprint in
Newsletter 9413 on page 23.
Inserted in this Newsletter you
find a reprint of the article by
Lightfoot, Prein and Lopez.
We sincerely apologize for
the inconvenience!

Agricul!ura
para o futuro
The Portuguese translation of
Farming for the Futureis now
available from AS-PTA in
Brazil. You may order a copy
by sending a cheque of US$
40.00 made payable to AS-
PTA. The price includes air-
mail postage. Please don't
forget to mention your full
name and address. The
address is AS-PTA, Rua da
Candel6ria, 9-6o andar,
20091-020 Rio de Janeiro.
RJ, Brazil.

AGRUCO and AGRECOLtogether produced a "Guia
bibliogrdfica sobre Agroecologia en Amdrica Latina."
The guide contains abstracts of Spanish publications
and addresses of relevant organisations. ln Latin America
(US$ 5) it can be ordered from AGRUCO, Casilla 3392,
Cochabamba, Bolivia, tax +591 42 45613 and industrialised
countries may order a copy (US$ 12) from AGRECOL,
clo Oekozentrum, CH /U38, Langenbruck, SwiEerland.

Next issue
Vol.11 No.1 'KEEP
ROLLING' is scheduled to
appear end March

The drawings on this page are taken from the book "City Food" by lsabel Wade.
More information on page 28.

PTD Circular
The second issue of the 6-monthly PTD Circular is out now. lt
Iists again a great number of recent publications, audiovisuals
and trainings on Participatory Technology Development, far-
mer experimentation and related fields. The Circular is availa-
ble free of charge. lf you missed the coupon to apply for a sub-
scription but are interested to receive the Circular regularly,
please contact lLElA.

ILEIA PO Box 64 NL.383O AB Leusden Netherlands
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